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1 Operations Manual 
This Operations Manual comprises description of activities associated with parcel operations, from 
booking until delivery and return. The manual will act as guide and reference point for parcel 
operations across the country. 
 

1.1  Introduction 
Objective of the Manual 
Parcel Network Optimization Project (PNOP) was undertaken by India Post to streamline parcel 
operations. As a part of project, processes for all parcel products were redesigned. This Operations  
Manual comprises description of each sub-process and activity associated with parcel operations, 
from booking until delivery and return. Aspects relating to design of Parcel hubs and Nodal delivery 
centres are dealt in a separate manual called “Design Manual - Parcel Hubs and Nodal 
Delivery Centres”. 
 
Key objective of this manual is to ensure parcel operations become more predictable, reliable and 
efficient. Efficient operations form the basis for predictable and reliable product delivery. This manual 
contains all operational details to be followed at each process step in parcel handling value chain. It 
aims to achieve standardization in the processes across the country so that all booking offices, parcel 
hubs, delivery offices, transit mail offices etc. function in the same manner. Consistency in operations 
ensures better monitoring and reporting. 
 
Approach & Methodology 
The manual contains operational details for all processes for all legs i.e. from booking until delivery 
and return for parcel products. The processes have been redesigned based on following core 
principles: 
 
 Process Standardization & Improve Process Efficiency: The manual aims to standardize 

processes by laying out activities for each process, improve process efficiency by streamlining 
processes, improve process predictability through technological intervention, minimize human 
error by limiting the extent/ level of manual intervention and improve reporting & monitoring 
mechanism.  
 

 How to Manage/ Handle Exceptions: With growing complexity in the operations and increasing 
scale, exceptions are bound to happen. Therefore, designing robust exception management 
processes becomes imperative. In order to ensure seamless operations, adherence to delivery 
timelines, reducing errors and increase efficiencies, it is essential to have a well-defined exception 
handling, reporting & correction mechanisms. The same has been defined in this manual in detail.  

 
 Has Complete Network Perspective: This manual does not look at facilities in isolation like 

booking office operations, processing centre operations etc. It looks at the entire parcel value 
chain from booking to processing/sorting to delivery. Processes have been re-designed keeping 
the entire value chain in mind right from when customer/ sender brings the parcel for booking till 
the time it is delivered to the recipient or returned to the sender. 
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1.2  Guide to the Manual 
Processes Covered 

The manual seeks to provide clear instructions and guidelines on how to handle parcel products at 
each stage of processing from booking to delivery. Since focus of the manual is standardization of 
processes, each process to be followed has been described in detail for each activity. These 
processes are mandatory to follow across the country and each process should be followed as 
described in the manual. These processes are replicable across the country while at the same time 
taking into account local needs for adaptation (E.g. Fully automated, semi-automated or manual 
processing centre). The manual covers the following processes: 

1. First Mile processes 
2. Parcel Sorting Centre process 
3. Last Mile– Delivery Office processes 
 
There is also another manual on designing of parcel processing facilities and equipment to be used in 
the facility which can be referred to understand the concepts involved in designing the layouts for 
such facilities along with a step-by-step methodology which may be followed to design the layout 
itself.  

 
Structure of the Manual 

The manual contains and describes in detail the topics listed below for each sub-process in a facility: 

 Activity Flow: In order to ensure standardisation across facilities and enable easy execution of 
each process step, each activity is defined in detail and has been supported by pictorial 
representation, wherever applicable. 
 

 Exception Handling: Despite the standardisation of operations and processes, there are few 
occasions where exceptions may occur. The manual not only lists the common exceptional 
situations in parcel operations for each sub-process, but also defines how to handle the 
exceptions. 
 

 Guidelines: In order to ensure standardisation, the manual provides guidelines for each sub-
process in the form of ground rules or instructions pertaining to various activities which need to be 
followed to improve quality, productivity and speed (e.g. No parcels/bags to be kept on the floor). 
 

 Norm: Standards for various activities have been provided for each sub-process (eg. How many 
parcels scanned per hour).These Ad Hoc Norms assist in manpower planning as well act as 
measure for performance review. 
 

How to use the Manual 

This manual covers all processes and facilities involved in parcel operations. Hence, every person 
associated with Parcel (irrespective of which parcel product or facility) is expected to go through this 
manual and understand it clearly. The manual will act as reference document on parcel operations i.e. 
a single reference point / source of information. 

Each official will not regularly refer to the entire manual but will refer to the sections/ activity relevant 
to his/ her job role. The various stakeholders covered: 

 Officials associated with Parcel Operations: Each activity of every sub-process has been 
defined in detail. Each official is expected to read the activities taking place in his/ her facility with 
additional focus on his/her specific task. 
 

 Facility Supervisors: Supervisors of each facility must be aware of the entire operations taking 
place at their respective facility in order to monitor the operations and handle all exceptions arising 
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during the process. Supervisor must also have an end-to-end perspective on the parcel 
operations. 

 
 Circle Management: The manual aims at equipping the management with all information required 

to facilitate smooth implementation of parcel operations on the ground. 
 

 Parcel Directorate: Since the manual provides complete end-to-end operational procedures for 
parcels, it becomes an important input for policy formulation as well as for guidelines/ instructions 
to be issued from the Directorate. 
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1.3  Operational Processes 
This section describes all the processes in detail right from the time a customer (sender) brings a 
parcel to be booked to the time the parcel is delivered to the recipient or returned to the sender. It also 
describes the process for bulk bookings. An exception handling mechanism has also been introduced 
in the manual, which includes the detailed operational procedure for returns. 

1.3.1 First Mile 

This section describes the standard processes at the booking post office from the time a customer 
brings a parcel to be booked at the booking counter to the time the parcel is bagged for dispatch and 
sent to corresponding parcel hub via MMS vehicles for sorting. This section also includes standard 
processes to be followed at Book Now Pay Later (BNPL) Centres. 

A. Retail Booking at Post Office 

A.1 Pre-Booking & Booking  

Activity Flow 
 

1. Ask for necessary documentation from 
the customer based on shipment. 

 

 

 
2. After documentation submission by 

customer, inform customer about 
serviceability, product options and 
delivery timeliness. Based on customer 
decision, book the parcel.  

 

 
3. Paste a barcode label on the parcel, scan 

the barcode and capture the tracking ID 
number in the system. 
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3. Paste a barcode label on the parcel, scan 
the barcode and capture the tracking ID 
number in the system. 

 

4. Enter the sender and recipient details 
along with other mandatory details in the 
system. 

 

5. Weigh the parcel using IP enabled 
weighing machine / SWS and enter / 
capture it in the system. 

 

6. Measure all three dimension (length, 
breadth, length) of the parcel and enter it 
in the system against the parcel number 
manually or in facilities provided with 
SWS, put article on SWS to capture the 
dimensions automatically in the system. 
For parcels having odd shape, refer to 
exception handing for process to 
measure dimensions of such parcels. 
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SWS, put article on SWS to capture the 
dimensions automatically in the system. 
For parcels having odd shape, refer to 
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measure dimensions of such parcels. 

 

 
7. Collect the Postage from the customer 

based on postage calculation by the 
system. 
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7. Collect the Postage from the customer 
based on postage calculation by the 
system. 

 

8. Print the receipt generated by the 
system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 
collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS maybe used for weighment. 
 
Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Try to include customer contact number in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Norm 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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2. As soon as any particular segregation 

accumulates sufficient parcels for a bag, 
move parcels to bagging area. In some 
POs bagging may happen in the same 
area as segregation. 

 
 
3. Scan each parcel going into a bag 

individually and complete bagging. 

 
 
4. Once all parcels are scanned and bagged, 

attach bag label to the bag. Close bag in 
the system, weigh the bag and generate 
Bag Manifest. Print two copies of Bag 
Manifest. Place one copy of manifest in 
the bag 

 
 

 
5. Physically close the bag using the plastic 

seal (wherever available) and bag label 
and move them for dispatch/ or take them 
to a separate area allocated for dispatch. 
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5. Physically close the bag using the plastic 
seal (wherever available) and bag label 
and move them for dispatch/ or take them 
to a separate area allocated for dispatch. 

 

6. Bring closed bags to be dispatched to 
dispatch area, scan theclosed bags to be 
dispatched and prepare Mail List for all the 
bags.Print two copies of Mail List and 
handoverone copy of Mail Listalong with 
bags to the mail guard. 

 

 
 

 
Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor, and inspect the parcel under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels.Details to be 
filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Unable to scan article/ parcel label: Enter the parcel number manually in the system. 
 Torn empty bag: Dispose the torn bag and use another bag for closing. 
 
Guidelines 
 Segregate parcels as per the category (Air/ Surface) and keep the category wise segregated 

parcels in the correct section (TD/ NTD) after booking. 
 NTD or TD parcels (and not both) of one product should be bagged separately. 
 As end of day process, check entire parcel processing area, parcel counters, all trays/trolleys, 

dispatch area for any overlooked parcels or parcel bags. 
 Stage/keep all the parcels in parcel trays/trolleys till they are bagged, and bags are closed. 
 Ensure parcel label is pasted on the top of the parcel facing upwards. 
 Local delivery parcels to be kept separately and may not be dispatched to the sorting office. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Norm 

 Norm for parcel sorting is 700 parcels per hour. 
 Norm for bagging is 60 Seconds per bag. 
 Norm for parcel bag dispatch scan is 4 bags per minute. 
 

B. Book Now Pay Later (BNPL) Centre 

B.1 Ad-hoc bookings/ Walk-ins at centre  
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filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as provided under Annexure 1. 
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exists). In case office has facility to print duplicate barcode, it should be done and affixed on the 
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 Torn empty bag: Dispose the torn bag and use another bag for closing. 
 
Guidelines 
 Segregate parcels as per the category (Air/ Surface) and keep the category wise segregated 

parcels in the correct section (TD/ NTD) after booking. 
 NTD or TD parcels (and not both) of one product should be bagged separately. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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B. Book Now Pay Later (BNPL) Centre 

B.1 Ad-hoc bookings/ Walk-ins at centre  

Activity Flow 
 
1. Customer brings parcel(s) to booking 

counter along with documentation and 
label printed and pasted on it. If the 
barcode is not present on the parcel, then 
this may be pasted by the facility. 

 

2. For the remaining steps, please follow the Activity flow from point number 3onwards in section 
1.3.1, A.1 Pre-Booking & Booking. 

 

Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm 
Please refer the Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm in section 1.3.1, A.1 Pre-Booking & Booking. 
 
B.2 Bulk Booking process  
Activity Flow 
 
Pickup 
1. Pickup is done from customer‘s premises or dropped by customer at the BNPL centre along with 

all documentation and labels printed and pasted on it.  
2. In case of pick-up from the customer premises, the person to tally the list of parcels prior to 

loading the parcels onto the pick-up vehicle. Large volume customers also share the data in xml 
format or in any other prescribed format. In case pick-up scan functionality is available for the 
pick-up from the customer premises, then the functionality to be used appropriately at the time of 
pick-up. 

3. MMS/ outsourced vehicle/ customer vehicle leaves for BNPL centre post pick-up from the 
customer premises. 

 
Receipt 

1. MMS/ outsourced vehicle/ customer vehicle arrives at dock of BNPL centre. 

 

2. Unload parcels / bags from the vehicle and 
segregate them customer-wise into roller 
containers. In case of large parcels i.e. the 
parcels that can occupy an entire bag 
capacity, segregate them in a separate 
roller container and process them in a 
separate designated area in the facility by 
directly bagging them to last mile delivery 
centre. For detailed process, please refer 
Step 6 under Activity Flow in Section 1.3.2, 
A.3 Bag Opening. 
 
If roller container is full or vehicle is empty, 
whichever comes first, move the roller 
containers to staging area. 
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3. Transfer the parcels to be booked from a 
customer staged/kept in the roller 
containers in the staging area into a 
package trolley and bring the package 
trolley to booking area. At the booking 
area: 
a. Scan the parcel and fetch the parcel 

data. If data is not available after 
parcel scan, segre gate such parcels in 
another package trolley, send to Data 
Admin Team for further processing and 
follow step (d) provided below. 

b. Weigh the parcels (for which the data 
is available) using IP enabled weighing 
machine/ SWS / DWS. 

c. Measure all three dimensions (length, 
breadth/width, height individually) of 
the parcel and enter in the system 
against the parcel number.  
Note: Do this manually if IP enabled 
weighing scale is used or in facilities 
provided with SWS, put the articles on 
SWS and capture the dimensions 
automatically in the system. In facilities 
where automated sorter is provided 
with DWS, take the articles to sorter 
feeding stations and directly feed the 
parcels onto the sorter which pass 
through the DWS and the parcel 
dimensions and weight is automatically 
captured in the system. 

d. Take the trolley containing parcels for 
which data is not available to the Data 
Admin Team which then informs 
relevant customer to provide the 
requisite data. 

i. If data is received from the customer, 
book the parcel and follow above steps 
(a) to (c). 

ii. If data is not received, ask customer 
for manual entry of data, and book the 
parcels by scanning the parcels and 
entering full parcel data required for 
booking (as provided by the customer). 
Thereafter, follow above steps (a) to 
(c). 

 
 

 

 

4. Post weighment, put the parcels in the 
package trolley: 

a. For only booking centres: Segregate 
the parcels as TD and NTD as a part 
of booking process into separate 
package trolleys and move trolleys to 
bagging area periodically / as per cut-
off. 

b. For direct bagging / processing 
centre: As and when package trolley 
gets full, send trolleys for sorting as 
per guidelines under B.3.2 
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5. At the end of booking all parcels from a customer, tally the booked parcels with the parcels 
received from that customer. 

 
Exception Handlings 
 Data not available after parcel scan: Segregate such parcels and send to Data Admin Team to 

inform customers and fetch the data from customers. Data admin team unable to fetch parcel data 
but customer agrees to manual entry of data: Scan the individual parcel and enter requisite data 
before moving parcels for further processing. 

 Orphaned parcel i.e. Parcels not having a tracking ID: Isolate such parcels, identify the customer 
and tag the same on the parcel stating customer name and parcel received without customer ID. 
Send the parcel to Data Admin Team to inform customer and fetch data from customer 

 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect the parcel under his/ her 
supervision. Make entry in ―Error Book‖. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be 
filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Parcels received with inadequate packaging: Segregate such parcels. Send parcels to Data Admin 
Team, inform customer and ask for next steps. 
 

Guidelines 
 Ensure parcel label is pasted on the top of the parcel facing upwards. 
 Ensure data of parcel is available in the system prior to sending them for weighment. In case of 

automated sorter with DWS, ensure that data is shared with sorter server prior to feeding parcels 
onto the sorter. 

 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 After booking all the parcels from a customer, tally the booked parcels with the parcels received 

from that customer. 
 As end of shift and end of day process, check area for overlooked parcels. 

Norm 
 Norm for parcel facility in-scan is 900 parcels/ hour. 
 
B.3.1. Sorting, Bag Closing & Dispatch – Only Booking Centres 

These BNPL Centres close bags for the parent hub / mapped processing centre only.Please refer 
section 1.3.1, A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch. 
 

B.3.2. Sorting, Bag Closing & Dispatch – Direct Bagging Centres 

 Sorting, Bag Closing 
— Please refer section 1.3.2, A.4.1 Sorting & Bag Closing – Direct Sorting into Bag Standsin 

case of manual BNPL facility with direct sorting for sorting and bag closing process. 
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5. At the end of booking all parcels from a customer, tally the booked parcels with the parcels 
received from that customer. 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 Data not available after parcel scan: Segregate such parcels and send to Data Admin Team to 

inform customers and fetch the data from customers. Data admin team unable to fetch parcel data 
but customer agrees to manual entry of data: Scan the individual parcel and enter requisite data 
before moving parcels for further processing. 

 Parcels not having a barcode: Isolate such parcels, identify the customer and tag the same on the 
parcel stating customer name and parcel received without customer ID. Send the parcel to Data 
Admin Team to inform customer and fetch data from customer. Print barcode if facility exists. 
Otherwise return the Parcel to the customer. 

 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect the parcel under his/ her 
supervision. Make entry in ―Error Book‖. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be 
filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Parcels received with inadequate packaging: Segregate such parcels. Send parcels to Data Admin 
Team, inform customer and ask for next steps. 
 

    Guidelines 
 Ensure parcel label is pasted on the top of the parcel facing upwards. 
 Ensure data of parcel is available in the system prior to sending them for weighment. In case of 

automated sorter with DWS, ensure that data is shared with sorter server prior to feeding parcels 
onto the sorter. 

 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 After booking all the parcels from a customer, tally the booked parcels with the parcels received 

from that customer. 
 As end of shift and end of day process, check area for overlooked parcels. 

 Bag and parcel abstract have to be tallied as per Annexure 1. It is the personal responsibility of the 
BNPL in charge to ensure this. 
 

Ad Hoc Norm 
 Norm for parcel facility in-scan is 720 parcels/ hour. 
 
B.3.1. Sorting, Bag Closing & Dispatch – Only Booking Centres 

These BNPL Centres close bags for the parent hub / mapped processing centre only. Please refer 
section 1.3.1, A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch. 
 

B.3.2. Sorting, Bag Closing & Dispatch – Direct Bagging Centres 

 Sorting, Bag Closing 
— Please refer section 1.3.2, A.4.1 Sorting & Bag Closing – Direct Sorting into Bag Stands(Note: 

Ignore activities related to processing of return articles in the mentioned section) 
— Please refer section 1.3.2, A.4.2 Sorting & Bag Closing – Mixed Sorting into Sorting 

Case(Note: Ignore activities related to processing of return articles in the mentioned section) 
— Please refer section 1.3.2, B.4 Sorting & Bag Closing in case of semi-automated processing 

centre for sorting and bag closing process.  
(Note: Ignore activities related to processing of return articles in the mentioned section) 

— Please refer section 1.3.2, C.4 Sorting & Bag Closing in case of fully automated processing 
centre for sorting and bag closing process.  
(Note: Ignore activities related to processing of return articles in mentioned section) 

 Dispatch: Please refer section 1.3.2, A.5 Dispatch for dispatch process. 
(Note: Ignore activities related to processing of return articles in the mentioned section) 

!
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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1.3.2 Parcel Sorting Centre 

This section describes the standard processes inside the parcel sorting centre. 

A. Manual Parcel Processing Centre 

A.1 Receipt 

Activity Flow 

 
1. On arrival of MMS Vehicles at the dock, 

scan the bag labels and unload them into 
separate roller containers segregating the 
unloaded bags into separate categories 
(Speed Post / Others) and further into TD,  
NTD, inward TD, forward bags, TB 
(Transit Bags), Large Parcels, Insured 
bags. 
 
Note: Depending upon the scenario, the 
number of roller containers required for 
segregation may vary.  

 
2. Move the roller containers containing TD,  

NTD, inward TD, TB (Transit Bags), Large 
Parcels, Insured bags to respective 
staging area in pre-sort staging area. The 
roller container containing insured bags 
should be kept near the supervisor. 

 
 
3. Move the roller containers containing 

Forward bags to the post sort staging 
area in a roller container, sort the bags in 
the roller container as per MMS dispatch 
plan into roller containers. 

 

 
Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Bag: Segregate such bags. Open such bags under Supervision and tally all contents/ 

parcels expected in the bag. Create a shortage/ excess report if any parcel is missing. Make entry 
in ―Error Book‖. For details of Damaged bag handling process, refer to Section 1.3.4 Exception A. 
Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as 
provided under Annexure 1. 

 Missing Bag label: Segregate such bags, inform the supervisor, open such bags under supervision 
and pull out the manifest inside the parcel bag for parcel bag number. Enter parcel bag number 
manually in the system. If facility exists to print duplicate bag label, same should be done and bag 
label affixed after noting the error. Tally all parcels in the bag. Create a shortage/ excess report if 
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1.3.2 Middle Mile – Parcel Sorting Centre  
This section describes the standard processes inside the parcel sorting centre. 

A. Manual Parcel Processing Centre 

A.1 Receipt 

Activity Flow 

 
1. On arrival of MMS Vehicles at the dock, 

scan the bag labels and unload them into 
separate roller containers segregating the 
unloaded bags into separate categories 
(Speed Post / Others) and further into TD,  
NTD, inward TD, forward bags, TB 
(Transit Bags), Large Parcels, Insured 
bags. 
 
Note: Depending upon the scenario, the 
number of roller containers required for 
segregation may vary.  

 
2. Move the roller containers containing TD,  

NTD, inward TD, TB (Transit Bags), Large 
Parcels, Insured bags to respective 
staging area in pre-sort staging area. The 
roller container containing insured bags 
should be kept near the supervisor. 

 
 
3. Move the roller containers containing 

Forward bags to the post sort staging 
area in a roller container, sort the bags in 
the roller container as per MMS dispatch 
plan into roller containers. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Bag: Segregate such bags. Open such bags under Supervision and tally all contents/ 

parcels expected in the bag. Create a shortage/ excess report if any parcel is missing. Make entry 
in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged bag handling process, refer to Section 1.3.4 Exception A. 
Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be filled in the „Error Book‟ as 
provided under Annexure 1. 

 Missing Bag label: Segregate such bags, inform the supervisor, open such bags under supervision 
and pull out the manifest inside the parcel bag for parcel bag number. Enter parcel bag number 
manually in the system. If facility exists to print duplicate bag label, same should be done and bag 
label affixed after noting the error. Tally all parcels in the bag. Create a shortage/ excess report if 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handling 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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any parcel is missing. Make entry in ―Error Book‖. Details to be filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as provided 
under Annexure 1. 

 Activities mentioned in above two exceptions should be carried out after receipt of all bags and 
departure of MMS vehicle. 
 

Guidelines 
 Tag the roller containers as per categories (Speed Post /Other) and further as per segregation –

TD, NTD, Inward TD, Forward bags, TB (Transit Bags), Large Parcels, Insured bags. 
 Forwards bags to be directly taken to the post-sort staging area and sorted as per the dispatch 

plan. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Pre-sort staging area should be organised in such a way that FIFO can be maintained while 

feeding bags to bag opening or primary sort station, whichever is applicable. 

Ad Hoc Norm 

 Norm for parcel bag facility in-scan is 4 bags/ minute (15 seconds/ bag). 

A.2 Bulk Customer Receipt 

Please refer section 1.3.1, B.1 Ad-hoc bookings/ Walk-ins at centre and section 1.3.1, B.2 Bulk 
Booking process for bulk customer receipt process. 
 
A.3 Bag Opening 

Activity Flow 
 

 
1. Bring roller containers containing parcel 

bags from pre-sort staging area to Bag 
Opening table as per the sorting 
sequence/wave. 
 
The roller container containing insured 
bags should be taken to bag opening table 
only when the bag opening for all the bags 
in the other roller containers in the pre-sort 
staging area is completed. Further, these 
roller containers should be taken to bag 
opening table strictly under the 
supervision of the supervisor. 

 

 
2. Pick one bag at a time from the roller 

container and place it on the bag opening 
table. 
 
In case any insured bag is identified mixed 
with other bags at the bag opening table, 
inform the supervisor and transfer the 
insured bag into the designated insured 
bag roller container in the pre-sort staging 
area strictly under the supervision of the 
supervisor. Else, if the roller container 
contains only the insured bags to be 
opened after bags in all the other roller 
containers in the pre-sort staging area are 
already opened, then continue the process 
of bag opening as per the activity flow. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 
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Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
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3. For the bag kept at the bag opening table 

a. Scan the bag label 
b. Cut the bag seal 
c. Physically open the bag 
d. Invert the bag onto Bag Opening 

Table and empty the contents of the 
bag onto the bag opening table 

 
 
4. Put the manifest in the bag on the 

computer table, scan each parcel 
individually and transfer them into the 
package trolleys aligned to the bag 
opening table or roller container in the bag 
opening area as per below. 
a. Large parcels that can occupy entire 

bag capacity, isolate such parcels into 
a roller container and send to Large 
Parcel Processing area. At Large 
Parcel Processing area, directly bag 
the large parcels to delivery office, 
bypassing the origin and destination 
processing centre handling process. In 
facilities where the large parcel 
processing activity is undertaken at 
the bag opening table itself, complete 
the large parcel processing activities 
at the bag opening table itself. Please 
refer Step 6 below for further details 
on how to process large parcels. 

b. Return parcels received at the bag 
opening table, segregate them into a 
package trolley marked as ―Return‖ 
and take them to Return Processing 
Area. In facilities where the return 
parcel processing activity is 
undertaken at the bag opening table 
itself, complete the return parcel 
processing related activities at the bag 
opening table itself. Please refer Step 
7 below for further details on how to 
process large parcels. 

c. Parcel that cannot be processed at 
the bag opening table and require 
intervention from the Data Admin team 
on account of any reason, segregate 
them into a package trolley marked as 
―Reject‖ and take them to Data Admin 
Area for further processing. Please 
refer Section 1.3.4 Exception 
Management for details on handling of 
the various exceptions. 

d. All the parcels that can be 
processed further, i.e. all the parcels 
that do not fall in the above identified 
categories and are therefore sort able, 
segregate them into another package 
trolley to be sent for primary sorting. In 
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parcels into a roller container and 
send to Large Parcel Processing 
Station. At Large Parcel 
Processing Station, directly bag 
the large parcels to delivery office, 
bypassing the origin and 
destination processing centre 
handling process. In facilities 
where the large parcel processing 
activity is undertaken at the bag 
opening table itself, complete the 
large parcel processing activities 
at the bag opening table itself. 
Please refer Step 6 below for 
further details on how to process 
large parcels. 

b. Return parcels received at the 
bag opening table, segregate 
them into a package trolley 
marked as “Return” and take them 
to Return Processing Area. In 
facilities where the return parcel 
processing activity is undertaken 
at the bag opening table itself, 
complete the return parcel 
processing related activities at the 
bag opening table itself. Please 
refer Step 7 below for further 
details on how to process large 
parcels. 

c. Parcel that cannot be 
processed at the bag opening 
table and require intervention from 
the Data Admin team on account 
of any reason, segregate them 
into a package trolley marked as 
“Reject” and take them to Data 
Admin Area for further processing. 
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case any parcel requires weighment, 
send them for weighment to 
appropriate area in the facility and 
follow Step 5. 
In facilities where the primary sorting 
is combined with the bag opening 
activity at the bag opening table itself, 
sort the parcels into package trolleys 
representing secondary sorting 
stations as per destinations allocated 
to each secondary sorting station. 

 
Once all the parcels are scanned, tally the 
parcels received with the manifest. In case 
of any discrepancy, make entry in ―Error 
Book‖. Details to be filled in the ‗Error 
Book‘ as provided under Annexure 1. 

5. Parcel requiring volumetric weight: 
 

For parcels that need to be weighed (e.g. 
bulk customer parcels received for 
booking), use SWS (or the equipment 
available in the facility) and capture parcel 
dimensional &physical weight in the 
system. As and when package trolley gets 
full with parcels already weighed, send 
them for primary sorting. 

 
6. For large parcel processing, direct bagging to the done for the delivery office. Please 

follow the below steps: 
a. At the large parcel processing station, pick the large parcel to be bagged directly to the 

delivery office and check the destination on the parcel. 
Note: If the parcel needs to be weighed (e.g. bulk customer parcels received for booking), 
use SWS (or the equipment available in the facility) and capture parcel dimensional 
&physical weight in the system. 

b. Assign a bag label to the last mile delivery office corresponding to the destination on the 
parcel by scanning the bag label barcode and assigning it to the respective destination 
delivery office. Write the respective destination code using permanent marker on the bag 
label. 

c. Scan the large parcel and put it inside an empty bag. In case the parcel cannot be put 
inside the bag due to its size, then scan the parcel and proceed to next step. 

d. Generate and print Bag Manifest. Place 1 copy of the bag manifest in the parcel bag and 
seal the bag physically using the plastic seal (wherever available) and bag label that was 
scanned for bag closing. In case of large parcels that cannot be put inside the bag due to 
its size, paste the corresponding bag label on top of the parcel itself using transparent 
masking tape. Bag manifest is not required in this case. 

e. Close the bag or large parcel in the system against the respective destination and bag 
label. 

f. Move the closed bags or large parcels to the post-sort staging area in a roller container and 
sort the bags or large parcels as per the MMS dispatch plan into roller containers in the 
post-sort staging area. 

g. Proceed to A.5 Dispatch process under Section 1.3.2, A. Manual Processing Parcel Centre 
7. For returns parcel processing, please follow the below steps: 

a. At the returns parcel processing station, pick the returns parcel and re-confirm ―Return‖ 
marking on it. If facility exists and return marking label is not pasted, same should be 
printed and affixed. 

b. Check if the return address on the parcel falls under the same parcel hub. 
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i. Return address is not under the same parcel hub: Segregate them into another 
package trolley and move these parcels to the primary sorting station or sorter feeder 
(in case of automated facilities)for primary sorting and process the parcel as a normal 
forward parcel back to return address. 

ii. Return address is under the same parcel hub: 
1. Return to the customer is through delivery office (customer not mapped for 

consolidated returns from hub): Follow step (i) above 
2. Customer is mapped for consolidated return from the hub : Sort parcels by 

customer and by return address(into bag stands or package trolleys depending on 
the return volume).  

— In case the customer is mapped for self pick-up, the parcels to be staged/kept 
in roller containers or package trolleys in the returns processing area. When the 
customer arrives for pick-up, scan individual parcels for delivery to customer. 
Generate 2 copies of the list of parcels scanned. Give one copy to the customer at 
the time of handover/delivery of the parcels to the customer. 

— In case the customer is mapped for return delivery, bag the return parcels for 
the respective customer after scanning them for return to the customer. Once the 
bag is full, assign a bag label to the bag and write the customer profile on the bag 
label. Scan all the parcels in the bag, close the bag in the system as well as 
physically using plastic seal and the bag label. Stage/keep the closed bag for 
dispatch in the returns processing area. As per daily schedule, bring the bags 
containing the return parcels for the respective customers to the dispatch area and 
load the return bags into a delivery van while scanning bag labels. Print 
consolidated Delivery Slip for the return bags and dispatch the delivery van to the 
return delivery address. Once the bags are delivered to the customer, update the 
proof of delivery for the corresponding return parcels. 

 

Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect them under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in ―Error Book‖. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be 
filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as provided under Annexure 1. 
 

Guidelines 
 Bags and parcels should not be staged/kept on the floor.  
 Only Parrot Beak Cutter should be used for cutting the bag seals. 
 System assisted segregation of parcels into different parcel types, as mentioned at Step 4 above, 

to be used in case the functionality is available.  
 Insured parcels to be processed at any given process step within the facility should be processed 

strictly in the presence of the supervisor. 
 In case of any discrepancy, make entry in ―Error Book‖. Details to be filled in the ‗Error Book‘ as 

provided under Annexure 1. 
 Collect all empty bags, manifest, plastic seals along with bag labels in separate bins which may be 

placed under the bag opening table. Empty the bins periodically and bags should be folded and 
stored. Manifest to be collected into bin only after tallying the parcels received with the manifest. 

 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 As end of shift and end of day process, check bag opening area for any overlooked parcels. 
 Data Admin Team - Maximum turnaround time for parcel to get back for sorting should typically not 

exceed 1 hour from time it is fed to Data Admin Team. 

Norm 

 Norm for bag opening is 350 parcels/ hour when only bag opening & parcel receipt scan activity is 
done at the bag opening table. 

!
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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 Norm for bag opening is 250 parcels/ hour when bag opening, parcel receipt scan and primary 
sorting activity is done at the bag opening table. 

 Norm for parcel SWS weighment is 6 parcels/ minute. 
 

A.4.1 Sorting & Bag Closing – Direct Sorting into Bag Stands 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Before start of sorting, at each secondary 

sorting station having bag stand, bring 
empty bags that need to be placed on the 
bag stand slots, check if the bag is in 
transport worthy condition and place 
empty bags physically at each bag slot for 
all the destinations mapped to the 
secondary sorting station. 

 
 
2. At the primary sorting station, bring the 

package trolley from bag opening area 
containing parcels to be sorted. Pick each 
parcel one by one and sort them into 
package trolleys representing secondary 
sorting stations as per destinations 
allocated to each secondary sorting 
station. In case system assisted primary 
sorting functionality is available, then use 
this functionality for primary sorting. 
 
In facilities where the primary sorting is 
combined with the bag opening activity at 
the bag opening table itself, sort the 
received and scanned parcels after bag 
opening into package trolleys representing 
secondary sorting stations as per 
destinations allocated to each secondary 
sorting station. 

 

 
3. During primary sorting, as soon as a 

package trolley is full of sorted parcels, 
replace it with an empty one. Move the 
package trolley with sorted parcels to the 
secondary station it belongs to. 
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4. At the secondary sorting station, assign 

bag identity to each position by scanning 
the bag label barcode and assigning it to 
the destination. Write the respective 
destination code using permanent marker 
on the bag label. 

 
 
5. Once, bag labels have been allocated to 

all the bag holding positions at the 
secondary sorting station, one by one 
scan the parcels received from primary 
sorting station for secondary sorting and 
sort the scanned parcel into the respective 
bag stand slot as per the destination. In 
case system assisted secondary sorting 
functionality is available, then use this 
functionality for secondary sorting. 
 
In case a parcel is received at a station 
where parcel destination is not mapped to 
that station, take such parcels to Data 
Admin Team for exception handling where 
error is resolved post which send the 
parcels again for primary sorting. 

 

 
6. Once any of the bag at the secondary 

sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, pull out the filled bag 
containing the sorted parcels from the bag 
holding position. 

 

 
7. Close the bag in the system against the 

respective destination, weigh the bag. 
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representingsecondary sorting stations as 
per destinations allocated to each 
secondary sorting station. 

3. During primary sorting, as soon as a 
package trolleyis fullof sorted parcels, 
replace it with an empty one. Move the 
package trolley with sorted parcels to the 
secondary station it belongs to. 

 
4. At the secondary sorting station, assign 

bag identity to each position by scanning 
the bag label barcode and assigning it to 
the destination. Write the respective 
destination code using permanent marker 
on the bag label. 

 
5. Once, bag labels have been allocated to 

all the bag holding positions at the 
secondary sorting station, one by one 
scan the parcels received from primary 
sorting station for secondary sorting and 
sort the scanned parcel into the respective 
bag stand slot as per the destination. In 
case system assisted secondary sorting 
functionality is available, then use this 
functionality for secondary sorting. 
 
In case a parcel is received at a station 
where parcel destination is not mapped to 
that station, take such parcels to Data 
Admin Team for exception handling where 
error is resolved post which send the 
parcels again for primary sorting. 
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6. Once any of the bagat the secondary 
sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, pull out the filled bag 
containing the sorted parcels from the bag 
holding position and bring them near the 
computer stand for closing. 

 

7. Close the bag in the system against the 
respective destination and the bag label. 

 
8. Generate and print Bag Manifest. Places 1 

copy of the bag manifest in the parcel bag 
and seal the bag physically using the 
plastic seal(wherever available) and bag 
label that was scanned for bag closing. 

 
9. Move the closed bags to the post-sort 

staging area in a roller container, sort the 
bags in the roller container as per MMS 
dispatch plan into roller containers. 

 

Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect the parcel under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
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8. Generate and print Bag Manifest. Place 1 

copy of the bag manifest in the parcel bag 
and seal the bag physically using the 
plastic seal(wherever available) and bag 
label that was scanned for bag closing. 

 
 
9. Move the closed bags to the post-sort 

staging area in a roller container, sort the 
bags in the roller container as per MMS 
dispatch plan into roller containers. 

 

Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect the parcel under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be 
filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Unable to scan parcel label: If system allows, then reprint the parcel label and paste it on the 
parcel, else, enter parcel number manually in the system. 
 

Guidelines 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Insured parcels to be processed at any given process step within the facility should be processed 

strictly in the presence of the supervisor. 
 As end of shift/ day process, check all the stations and check each bagging slot to ensure parcels 

are not overlooked on the floor/ package trolley/ bags in bag slots. 
 
Ad Hoc Norms 

 Norm for primary sorting of parcels is 700 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for secondary sorting of parcels and bagging is 250 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for sorting of bags for post-sort staging is 360 bags per hour. 
 
 
A.4.2 Sorting & Bag Closing – Mixed Sorting into Sorting Case 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 1 to 3 in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 

Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands followed by below listed steps in case of mixed sorting 
station consisting of Sorting Case 
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6. Once any of the bagat the secondary 
sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, pull out the filled bag 
containing the sorted parcels from the bag 
holding position and bring them near the 
computer stand for closing. 

 

7. Close the bag in the system against the 
respective destination and the bag label. 

 
8. Generate and print Bag Manifest. Places 1 

copy of the bag manifest in the parcel bag 
and seal the bag physically using the 
plastic seal(wherever available) and bag 
label that was scanned for bag closing. 

 
9. Move the closed bags to the post-sort 

staging area in a roller container, sort the 
bags in the roller container as per MMS 
dispatch plan into roller containers. 

 

Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect the parcel under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 

!
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8. Generate and print Bag Manifest. Place 1 
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staging area in a roller container, sort the 
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are not overlooked on the floor/ package trolley/ bags in bag slots. 
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1. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 1 to 3 in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 

Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands followed by below listed steps in case of mixed sorting 
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8. Generate and print Bag Manifest. Place 1 

copy of the bag manifest in the parcel bag 
and seal the bag physically using the 
plastic seal(wherever available) and bag 
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9. Move the closed bags to the post-sort 

staging area in a roller container, sort the 
bags in the roller container as per MMS 
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supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be 
filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Unable to scan parcel label: If system allows, then reprint the parcel label and paste it on the 
parcel, else, enter barcode manually in the system. 
 

    Guidelines 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Insured parcels to be processed at any given process step within the facility should be processed 

strictly in the presence of the supervisor. 
 As end of shift/ day process, check all the stations and check each bagging slot to ensure parcels 

are not overlooked on the floor/ package trolley/ bags in bag slots. 
 
Ad Hoc Norms 
 Norm for primary sorting of parcels is 700 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for secondary sorting of parcels and bagging is 250 parcels/ hour. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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2. At secondary sorting station, sort the 

parcels in the package trolley brought from 
primary sorting station into respective 
pigeonhole in the sorting case as per the 
destination. In case a parcel is received at 
a station where parcel destination is not 
mapped to that station, take such parcels 
to Data Admin Team for exception 
handling where error is resolved post 
which send the parcels again for primary 
sorting. In case system assisted 
secondary sorting functionality is 
available, then use this functionality for 
secondary sorting. 

 

 
3. Once the pigeonhole at the secondary 

sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, initiate bag closure process 
in the system. 

 
 
4. Assign bag number to the destination 

being closed by scanning barcode on the 
bag label to be used to physically seal the 
bag. Write the respective destination code 
using permanent marker on the bag label. 

 

 
5. Bring an empty bag to the sorting station, 

pick the parcels sorted into the respective 
sorting case pigeonhole as per the 
destination being closed, scan the picked 
parcel and put them one by one into the 
empty bag after checking destination 
written on the parcel with the bag 
destination. 

 

6. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 7 onwards in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 
Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands. 

 

Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm 
Please refer to Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag Closing - 
Direct Sorting into Bag Stands 
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Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels.Details to be 
filled in the ‘Error Book’ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Unable to scan parcel label: If system allows, then reprint the parcel label and paste it on the 
parcel, else, enter parcel number manually in the system. 
 

Guidelines 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Insured parcels to be processed at any given process step within the facility should be processed 

strictly in the presence of the supervisor. 
 As end of shift/ day process, check all the stations and check each bagging slot to ensure parcels 

are not overlooked on the floor/ packagetrolley/ bags in bag slots. 
 
Norm 

 Norm for primary sorting of parcels is 700 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for secondary sorting of parcels and bagging is 250 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for sorting of bags for post-sort staging is 240 bags per hour. 
 
A.4.2Sorting & Bag Closing – Mixed Sorting into Sorting Case 

Activity Flow 
1. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 1 to 3 in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 

Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands followed by below listed steps in case of mixed sorting 
station consisting of Sorting Case 

2. At secondary sorting station, sort the 
parcels in the package trolley brought from 
primary sorting station into respective 
pigeonhole in the sorting case as per the 
destination. In case a parcel is received at 
a station where parcel destination is not 
mapped to that station, take such parcels 
to Data Admin Team for exception 
handling where error is resolved post 
which send the parcels again for primary 
sorting.In case system assisted 
secondarysorting functionality is available, 
then use this functionality for secondary 
sorting. 

 

3. Once the pigeonhole at the secondary 
sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, initiate bag closure process 
in the system. 
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Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels.Details to be 
filled in the ‘Error Book’ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Unable to scan parcel label: If system allows, then reprint the parcel label and paste it on the 
parcel, else, enter parcel number manually in the system. 
 

Guidelines 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Insured parcels to be processed at any given process step within the facility should be processed 

strictly in the presence of the supervisor. 
 As end of shift/ day process, check all the stations and check each bagging slot to ensure parcels 

are not overlooked on the floor/ packagetrolley/ bags in bag slots. 
 
Norm 

 Norm for primary sorting of parcels is 700 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for secondary sorting of parcels and bagging is 250 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for sorting of bags for post-sort staging is 240 bags per hour. 
 
A.4.2Sorting & Bag Closing – Mixed Sorting into Sorting Case 

Activity Flow 
1. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 1 to 3 in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 

Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands followed by below listed steps in case of mixed sorting 
station consisting of Sorting Case 

2. At secondary sorting station, sort the 
parcels in the package trolley brought from 
primary sorting station into respective 
pigeonhole in the sorting case as per the 
destination. In case a parcel is received at 
a station where parcel destination is not 
mapped to that station, take such parcels 
to Data Admin Team for exception 
handling where error is resolved post 
which send the parcels again for primary 
sorting.In case system assisted 
secondarysorting functionality is available, 
then use this functionality for secondary 
sorting. 

 

3. Once the pigeonhole at the secondary 
sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, initiate bag closure process 
in the system. 
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4. Assign bag number to the destination 
being closed by scanning barcode on the 
bag label to be used to physically seal the 
bag. Write the respective destination code 
using permanent marker on the bag label. 

 

5. Bring an empty bag to the sorting station, 
pick the parcels sorted into the respective 
sorting case pigeonhole as per the 
destination being closed, scan the picked 
parcel and put them one by one into the 
empty bag after checking destination 
written on the parcel with the bag 
destination. 

 

6. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 7onwardsin section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 
Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands. 

 

Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm 
Please refer to Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag Closing - 
Direct Sorting into Bag Stands 
 
A.5Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
1. As per departure schedule of MMS vehicle, 

bring roller containers containing closed 
bags from the post-sort staging area to the 
dispatch area. Scantheclosed parcel bags in 
the roller container to be dispatched and 
load them into MMS Vehicle. 

 

2. Generate and print 2 copies of mail list. 
Retain 1 copy of mail list at the sorting centre 
and hand over the other copy to MMS 
vehicle after loading of bags. 
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2. At secondary sorting station, sort the 

parcels in the package trolley brought from 
primary sorting station into respective 
pigeonhole in the sorting case as per the 
destination. In case a parcel is received at 
a station where parcel destination is not 
mapped to that station, take such parcels 
to Data Admin Team for exception 
handling where error is resolved post 
which send the parcels again for primary 
sorting. In case system assisted 
secondary sorting functionality is 
available, then use this functionality for 
secondary sorting. 

 

 
3. Once the pigeonhole at the secondary 

sorting station is physically full or 
destination connection cut-off is 
approached, initiate bag closure process 
in the system. 

 
 
4. Assign bag number to the destination 

being closed by scanning barcode on the 
bag label to be used to physically seal the 
bag. Write the respective destination code 
using permanent marker on the bag label. 

 

 
5. Bring an empty bag to the sorting station, 

pick the parcels sorted into the respective 
sorting case pigeonhole as per the 
destination being closed, scan the picked 
parcel and put them one by one into the 
empty bag after checking destination 
written on the parcel with the bag 
destination. 

 

6. Please refer to Activity flow from point number 7 onwards in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag 
Closing - Direct Sorting into Bag Stands. 

 

Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm 
Please refer to Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm in section 1.3.2, A.4.1. Sorting & Bag Closing - 
Direct Sorting into Bag Stands 
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Ad Hoc Norms 

 Norm for sorting and bagging at mixed station is 150 parcels per hour. 

 
A.5 Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. As per departure schedule of MMS vehicle, 

bring roller containers containing closed 
bags from the post-sort staging area to the 
dispatch area. Scan the closed parcel bags 
in the roller container to be dispatched and 
load them into MMS Vehicle. 

 

 

2. Generate and print 2 copies of mail list. 
Retain 1 copy of mail list at the sorting centre 
and hand over the other copy to MMS 
vehicle after loading of bags. 

 

 

 
Exception Handlings 
 Bag number barcode cannot be scanned: Replace the plastic seal (wherever available) and bag 

label and enter the new bag label in the system. 
 Bag damaged/ Torn bag: Torn bags should be replaced before handing over MMS vehicle. 

Guidelines 
 Adhere to dispatch schedule 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 As end of day process, Dispatch area must be checked for any overlooked parcel bags left behind 
 Bags should be sorted and staged/kept by line haul plan or destination on roller containers 

 It will be the personal responsibility of the HSA to ensure that bag and Parcel abstract as 
prescribed in Annexure 1 are tallied before set closure. 

Ad hoc Norm 

 Norm for parcel bag dispatch scan is 4 bags/ minute (15 seconds per bag). 
 
B. Semi-Automated Parcel Processing Centre 

B.1 Receipt 

Please refer to the section 1.3.2, A.1 Receipt. 
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5. Physically close the bag using the plastic 
seal (wherever available) and bag label 
and move them for dispatch/ or take them 
to a separate area allocated for dispatch. 

 

6. Bring closed bags to be dispatched to 
dispatch area, scan theclosed bags to be 
dispatched and prepare Mail List for all the 
bags.Print two copies of Mail List and 
handoverone copy of Mail Listalong with 
bags to the mail guard. 

 

 
 

 
Exception Handlings 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor, and inspect the parcel under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels.Details to be 
filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Unable to scan article/ parcel label: Enter the parcel number manually in the system. 
 Torn empty bag: Dispose the torn bag and use another bag for closing. 
 
Guidelines 
 Segregate parcels as per the category (Air/ Surface) and keep the category wise segregated 

parcels in the correct section (TD/ NTD) after booking. 
 NTD or TD parcels (and not both) of one product should be bagged separately. 
 As end of day process, check entire parcel processing area, parcel counters, all trays/trolleys, 

dispatch area for any overlooked parcels or parcel bags. 
 Stage/keep all the parcels in parcel trays/trolleys till they are bagged, and bags are closed. 
 Ensure parcel label is pasted on the top of the parcel facing upwards. 
 Local delivery parcels to be kept separately and may not be dispatched to the sorting office. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Norm 

 Norm for parcel sorting is 700 parcels per hour. 
 Norm for bagging is 60 Seconds per bag. 
 Norm for parcel bag dispatch scan is 4 bags per minute. 
 

B. Book Now Pay Later (BNPL) Centre 

B.1 Ad-hoc bookings/ Walk-ins at centre  
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Ad Hoc Norms 

 Norm for sorting and bagging at mixed station is 150 parcels per hour. 

 
A.5 Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. As per departure schedule of MMS vehicle, 

bring roller containers containing closed 
bags from the post-sort staging area to the 
dispatch area. Scan the closed parcel bags 
in the roller container to be dispatched and 
load them into MMS Vehicle. 

 

 

2. Generate and print 2 copies of mail list. 
Retain 1 copy of mail list at the sorting centre 
and hand over the other copy to MMS 
vehicle after loading of bags. 

 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 Bag number barcode cannot be scanned: Replace the plastic seal (wherever available) and bag 

label and enter the new bag label in the system. 
 Bag damaged/ Torn bag: Torn bags should be replaced before handing over MMS vehicle. 

    Guidelines 
 Adhere to dispatch schedule 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 As end of day process, Dispatch area must be checked for any overlooked parcel bags left behind 
 Bags should be sorted and staged/kept by line haul plan or destination on roller containers 

 It will be the personal responsibility of the HSA to ensure that bag and Parcel abstract as 
prescribed in Annexure 1 are tallied before set closure. 

Ad hoc Norm 
 Norm for parcel bag dispatch scan is 4 bags/ minute (15 seconds per bag). 
 
B. Semi-Automated Parcel Processing Centre 

 

Please refer to the section 1.3.2, A.1 Receipt. 
 
 

!
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Ad Hoc Norms 

 Norm for sorting and bagging at mixed station is 150 parcels per hour. 

 
A.5 Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. As per departure schedule of MMS vehicle, 

bring roller containers containing closed 
bags from the post-sort staging area to the 
dispatch area. Scan the closed parcel bags 
in the roller container to be dispatched and 
load them into MMS Vehicle. 

 

 

2. Generate and print 2 copies of mail list. 
Retain 1 copy of mail list at the sorting centre 
and hand over the other copy to MMS 
vehicle after loading of bags. 

 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 Bag number barcode cannot be scanned: Replace the plastic seal (wherever available) and bag 

label and enter the new bag label in the system. 
 Bag damaged/ Torn bag: Torn bags should be replaced before handing over MMS vehicle. 

    Guidelines 
 Adhere to dispatch schedule 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 As end of day process, Dispatch area must be checked for any overlooked parcel bags left behind 
 Bags should be sorted and staged/kept by line haul plan or destination on roller containers 

 It will be the personal responsibility of the HSA to ensure that bag and Parcel abstract as 
prescribed in Annexure 1 are tallied before set closure. 

Ad hoc Norm 
 Norm for parcel bag dispatch scan is 4 bags/ minute (15 seconds per bag). 
 
B. Semi-Automated Parcel Processing Centre 

B.1 Receipt 

Please refer to the section 1.3.2, A.1 Receipt. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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B.2 Bulk Customer Receipt  

Please refer section 1.3.1, B.1 Ad-hoc bookings/ Walk-ins at centre and section 1.3.1, B.2 Bulk 
Booking process. Please note that the weighment and dimensional weight measurement activity in 
the mentioned section will be done by the automated sorter itself as the parcel will pass through the 
DWS once it is fed onto the sorter. 
 
B.3 Bag Opening 

Please refer section 1.3.2, A.3 Bag Opening. Activity Flow Step number 5 provided in the mentioned 
section to be ignored as the parcels will be automatically weighed by the DWS once they are fed on 
the automated sorter for sorting and the respective dimensional &physical weight of the parcel is 
captured in the system automatically. 
. 
B.4 Sorting & Bag Closing 

Activity Flow 
 

1. Please refer Activity flow Step number 1 in section 1.3.2, A.4.1 Sorting & Bag Closing – Direct 
Sorting into Bag Stands. 

 
2. Place parcels with the barcode facing 

upwards onto sorter from the feeding point. 
Parcels pass through DWS. 

 
 
3. Parcels are pushed by the sorter in 

respective chute based on destinations 
mapped to the respective secondary sorting 
station based on destination grouping. If the 
parcels are sorted by the sorter into reject 
chute/station then follow below: 
a. Parcels rejected due to non-availability of 

data in sorter system, take these parcels 
to Data Admin for resolution.  

b. Parcels rejected due to bar code not 
readable by the sorter, then if barcode 
reprinting functionality is available, then 
reprint the barcode, paste on the parcel 
and then re-feed them. Else directly       
re-feed the parcels on the sorter. If this 
doesn’t work, then do manual sorting for 
these parcels into the station. 
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2. Place parcels with the barcode facing 
upwards onto sorter from the feeding 
point.Parcels pass through DWS. 

 
3. Parcels are pushed by the sorter in 

respective chute based on destinations 
mapped to the respective secondary sorting 
station based on destination grouping. If the 
parcels are sorted by the sorter into reject 
chute/station then follow below: 

a. Parcels rejected due to non-
availability of data in sorter system, 
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4. As soon as collection bin/ package trolleys 

receives reasonable number of parcels or if 
it is full, then: 
— Replace them with an empty collection 

bin/ package trolley 
— Move the collection bin/ package trolley 

with sorted parcels to the respective 
secondary sorting station 

— Initiate secondary sorting 

In case the parcels are collected at the 
chute with secondary sorting station 
positioned at the chute itself, then do the 
secondary sorting by picking sorted parcels 
collected at the chute. 

 

5. Please refer to the Activity flow Step number 4 onwards in section 1.3.2, A.4.1 Sorting & Bag 
Closing – Direct Sorting into Bag Stands. 

 
    Exception Handlings 
Please refer to the Exception Handling in section 1.3.2, A.4.1 Sorting & Bag Closing – Direct Sorting 
into Bag Stands. Additionally, please also follow the below listed exception handling points. 

 Parcels below or above minimum and maximum weight capabilities of the sorter: manually sort 
these parcels without using the sorter 

 Sorter Rejects parcels after scan due to unavailability of data on sorter server after parcel scan: 
Segregate such parcels and send to Data Admin Team to manually enter data 

 Sorter Rejects parcels because could not read the barcode: Re-feed the parcel. If that does not 
work then handle the parcel manually for sorting.  
 

    Guidelines   
Please refer to the Guidelines in section 1.3.2, A.4.1 Sorting & Bag Closing – Direct Sorting into Bag 
Stands. Additionally, please also ensure that Sorter should not run continuously. Instead it should run 
only when required for processing. 

Ad Hoc Norms 
 Norm for parcel feeding on automated sorter is 1200 parcels/ hour. 
 Norm for primary sorting of parcels is as per designed capacity of automatic sorter. 
 
 
B.5 Dispatch 

Please refer section 1.3.2, A.5 Dispatch. 
 
C. Fully-Automated Parcel Processing Centre 

C.1 Receipt 

Please refer to the section 1.3.2, A.1 Receipt. 

C.2 Bulk Customer Receipt 

Please refer section 1.3.1, B.1 Ad-hoc bookings/ Walk-ins at centre and section 1.3.1, B.2 Bulk 
Booking process. Please note that the weighment and dimensional weight measurement activity in 
the mentioned section will be done by the automated sorter itself as the parcel will pass through the 
DWS once it is fed onto the sorter. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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C.3 Bag Opening 

Please refer section 1.3.2, A.3 Bag Opening. Activity Flow Step number 5 provided in the mentioned 
section to be ignored as the parcels will be automatically weighed by the DWS once they are fed on 
the automated sorter for sorting and the respective dimensional & physical weight of the parcel is 
captured in the system automatically. 
 
C.4 Sorting & Bag Closing 
Activity Flow 
1. Please follow the Activity Flow from point number 1 to 4 in section 1.3.2, B.4 Sorting & Bag 

Closing followed by the below listed steps. 
2. At the secondary sorting station, assign bag identity to each position by scanning the bag label 

barcode and assigning it to the destination. Write the respective destination code using 
permanent marker on the bag label. 

3. Once, bag labels have been allocated to all the bag holding positions at the secondary sorting 
station, one by one scan the parcels received for secondary sorting. 

4. Light glows at the respective bag stand slot where the parcel needs to be sorted as per the PTL 
(Put to Light) algorithm. 

5. As per the light displayed by the PTL system, crosscheck the parcel destination name at the bag 
holding position manually and put the parcel into the respective bag. 

6. Please refer to the Activity flow from point number 6onwards in section A.4.1 Sorting & Bag 
Closing – Direct Sorting into Bag Stands under A. Manual Parcel Processing Centre for the 
remaining steps. 

 
Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm 
Please refer Exception Handlings, Guidelines, Norm in section 1.3.2, B.4 Sorting & Bag Closing. 
 
C.5 Dispatch 

Please refer section A.5 Dispatch under Section 1.3.2, A. Manual Parcel Processing Centre. 
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1.3.3 Last Mile - Delivery Office 

This section describes the standard processes at a delivery office from the time the bags arrive at the 
delivery office from processing centres to delivery of parcels to recipients or return to sender. 

Receipt 

Activity Flow 
 
1. At the start of the day/shift, take out the undelivered parcels that need to be issued for delivery 

from the deposit where these parcels are stored. If the functionality exists in the system for 
identification of such parcel stored in the facility, then this may be used appropriately to identify 
all the parcels that need to be taken out from the deposit and issued for delivery. 

 
2. MMS vehicle(s) arrive with parcels for the 

delivery office. As a part of unloading and 
receiving process, scan bag label and 
unload bags individually from MMS vehicle 
into roller containers.  

 

 
 

 
3. Send the roller container to the Bag 

Opening table for processing or to the 
staging area if immediate processing is 
not required. 

 
 

Exception Handlings 
 Please refer Exception Handlings points in section 1.3.2, A.1 Receipt. 
 Unable to scan the parcel bag label: Enter the parcel bag number manually in the system. 

 
Guidelines 
 Parcels which should not be re-attempted: Please follow the existing guideline of the Department. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 

 
Norm 

 Norm for parcel bag facility in-scan is 4 bags/ minute (15 seconds/ bag). 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
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Opening & Sorting 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Please refer Activity Flow steps 1 to 3 of section 1.3.2, A.3 Bag Opening for the bag opening 

process. 
 
2. Scan each parcel individually and transfer 

them into the package trolleys aligned to 
the bag opening table in bag opening area 
as per below: 
a. Parcels that can be sorted into 

sectors (in offices with large number of 
beats wherein each sector consisting 
of multiple beats) or beats (in offices 
where the number of beats are less), 
segregate them into package trolleys 
(tagged to respective sectors or 
beats). Large parcels to be delivered 
through Van are to be segregated into 
separate trolley/roller container. 

b. Parcel that cannot be sorted and 
require intervention from Data Admin 
team on account of any reason like 
bar code not readable, mis-sort/mis-
route parcel, segre gate them into a 
package trolley marked as ―Reject‖ 
and take them to Data Admin for 
further processing. Please refer 
Section 1.3.4 Exception Management 
for details on handling of the various 
exceptions like Damaged parcels, Mis-
sort and Mis-route parcels etc. 

 

 

 
3. Move trolleys containing parcels 

segregated at bag opening table based on 
sectors or beats to the respective sector 
station (in the beat sorting area) for further 
processing. Segregate the parcels beat-
wise at the respective sector station in 
case the package trolley contains parcels 
for multiple beats (Not applicable if beat 
sorting already done at Step 2 in case of 
low volume delivery offices) 
Move the trolleys/roller container 
containing large parcels to Large Parcel 
processing area/sector/station. 
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4. Once all bags are opened and beat wise 

sorting is completed, sequence the 
parcels in respective beat based on the 
route as per the sequence of delivery 
stops in the beat irrespective of type of 
products. 

 
 
5. Scan parcels as per the sequence of stops 

for a particular beat. Generate and print 
the delivery slip. Also, transfer Delivery 
Slip to the mobile handset of the delivery 
person (if functionality available). 

 
 
6. Fill the delivery bag or delivery vehicle in 

LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) concept while 
loading individual parcels i.e. the last 
parcel that is loaded into the bag or 
vehicle is the first one to be attempted for 
delivery. 

 
 
7. Go out for delivery from the facility after 

ensuring enough on-road stationery such 
as ‗Intimation slips‘ etc.. 
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8. After all delivery persons have left for the 
deliveries, identify the parcels that are due 
for return on the present day (RTS 
processing i.e. Return to Sender). 

9.  Isolate and collect the parcels due for 
return in a package trolley. Prepare these 
parcels for RTS. Please refer “Returns” 
process for the remaining steps. If the 
functionality exists in the system to identify 
such parcels using a scan, then the same 
be used appropriately.  

 

    Exception Handlings 
 Unable to scan the parcel label: Enter the barcode manually in the system. If facility exists, print a 

duplicate barcode and affix on the Parcel. 
 Damaged Parcel: Segregate such parcels, inform Supervisor and inspect the parcel under his/ her 

supervision. Make entry in “Error Book”. For details of Damaged Parcel handling process, refer to 
Section 1.3.4 Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/Missing Contents/ Parcels. Details to be 
filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 Mis-Sorted/ Mis-routed Parcel: For details of process to handle mis-sort & mis-route parcels, refer 
Section 1.3.4 Exception B. Mis-Sort and Mis-Route. 

 Parcels due for return: Proceed to “Returns” process. 
 Parcels addressed to the postmaster: Segregate these parcels from the parcels to be attempted 

delivery on the beat and Deposit them with Postmaster. Call recipient on the phone number 
available on delivery slip/parcel and intimate recipient to collect the parcel from the office. 

    Guidelines 
 Only Parrot Beak Cutter should be used for cutting the seals. 
 As end of cycle/ shift / day process, check bag opening and sorting area for any overlooked 

parcels. 
 Parcel that qualify for Return: Parcel for which delivery attempts have failed twice (or as per latest 

guideline) due to recipient caused reasons or recipient has refused to accept the parcel. 
 Large Parcels for the purpose of delivery are those Parcels which are above 2Kg in weight 

(physical or volumetric) 
 

Ad Hoc Norms 
 Norm for bag opening, parcel scanning and sector sorting is 250 parcels/ hour. 
 
Postman Out for Delivery 

Activity Flow 
1. Attempt each delivery. On successful delivery, enter receiver information on Delivery Slip. Collect 

COD amount/ any other collectible amount at delivery as applicable. Get recipient signatures 
either on the Delivery Slip or on the app, as applicable, at the time of actual delivery. In case of 
non-delivery, indicate the appropriate reason for non-delivery on the delivery slip/ update on app. 
Secure the undelivered parcel and proceed to next delivery stop. 

2. In case recipient door is closed or recipient refuses to accept the parcel, refer Section 1.3.4 
Exception C. Reattempt Marking – Last Mile for detailed process. 

3. On completing all attempts, return to delivery office and physically hand over all undelivered 
parcels and the collectible amount collected along with the delivery slip. 

     Exception Handlings 
 Recipient Door is closed or recipient refuses to accept the parcel: Refer Section 1.3.4 Exception C. 

Reattempt Marking – Last Mile for detailed process. 
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8. After all delivery persons have left for the 
deliveries, identify the parcels that are due 
for return on the present day (RTS 
processing i.e. Return to Sender). 

9.  Isolate and collect the parcels due for 
return in a package trolley. Prepare these 
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Reattempt Marking – Last Mile for detailed process. 

!
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 

system. Paste one copy on the parcel 
and give the other copy to the customer.  

 

 
9. Collect all booked parcels in parcel 

collection plastic trays. Move trays to 
bagging area periodically or on the basis 
of cut-off time. 

 

 
    Exception Handlings 
 If parcel shape is not cuboidal, then please refer the Departmental guidelines for dimensional 

measurement. 
 At high volume centres, SWS may be used for weighment. 
 
    Guidelines 
 Ensure all supporting documentation is provided by customers as per prescribed norms. 
 Include customer contact number and email id in the system at the time of booking. 
 Adhere to prohibited/ restricted goods list. 
 Measure both actual weight as well as dimensions of the parcel for postage calculation. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 
Ad hoc Norms 
 Norm for booking parcels is 48 parcels per hour 
 
A.2 Parcel Segregation, Bag Closing & Dispatch 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Segregate parcels as Speed Post and 

Others and further segregate by TD (Town 
Delivery) /NTD (Non-Town Delivery). 
Local delivery parcels to be kept 
separately and may not be dispatched to 
the sorting office. 
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Guidelines 
 In high volume Delivery Offices receiving large number of parcels for daily delivery, sorting will 

happen in two stages which is primary/preliminary sorting into sectors and secondary/detailed 
sorting into respective beats. Low volume Delivery Offices may sort parcels directly into beats. 

 Arrange parcels and place them in delivery bag/van in the order in which the delivery will be done. 
 Ensure recipient phone number is available prior to departing for deliveries. 
 Ensure sufficient on-road stationery are available prior to going out for delivery. 
 Ensure recipient signature is taken at the time of successful delivery attempt (wherever 

applicable). 
 Ensure at end of each beat, reconciliation of undelivered parcels and collectible amount is done. 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 

 
Postman Returns 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Supervisor to collect Delivery Slip and check 

the quality of data entry of all parcel delivery 
attempts. 

 
 
2. Supervisor / parcel delivery PA to physically 

reconcile undelivered parcels with Delivery 
Slip / app, check the number of undelivered 
parcels and inspect packaging for any signs 
of damage/ tampering. 

 
 
3. Update the proof of delivery (POD) or 

Delivery confirmations for parcels which have 
been delivered. 
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4. Update the appropriate Delivery Exception in 

the system for the undelivered parcels and 
use the appropriate stamp to put the stamp 
impression on the undelivered parcel and 
indicate the appropriate reason for non-
delivery. 
a. For undelivered parcels to be re-attempted 

for delivery: Please refer Section 1.3.4 
Exception C. Reattempt Marking – Last 
Mile for detailed process. 

b. For undelivered parcels to be returned to 
sender: Please refer Returns under 
Section 1.3.3 Last Mile – Delivery Office 
for detailed process. 

 

 
5. Supervisor to verify that all parcels in the 

beat/ Delivery Slip have been assigned either 
a Delivery Exception or a Proof of Delivery 
(delivery confirmation). 

 
 

6. On completing data entry for delivery 
information in the system, Supervisor to print 
COD list with information on beat-wise cash 
collected against each COD parcel. 

 
 

Exceptions 
 Delivery attempt failed twice (or as per latest guideline): Inform Supervisor. Supervisor prepares 

the same for RTS. Refer to Returns process in Section 1.3.3. Last Mile – Delivery Office. 
 Customer refused to accept parcel: Parcel should not be marked for re-attempt. Inform Supervisor, 

who prepares the same for RTS. Refer to Returns process in Section 1.3.3. Last Mile – Delivery 
Office. 

Guidelines 
 After all planned deliveries for the day have been attempted, Supervisor to physically reconcile 

undelivered parcels and identify which parcels are due for return and which parcels are due for 
delivery reattempt. Post identification, keep/secure the parcels in the parcel cage until requirement 
of further processing. Please refer Section 1.3.4 Exception C. Reattempt Marking – Last Mile for 
detailed process. 

 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 

Norm 
 Norm for parcel exception scan is 6 parcels/minute. 
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8. Print the receipt generated by the 
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Cash Collection (Treasury) 

Activity Flow 
 
1. Go to the treasury with the list which 

contains cash collected against each 
parcel. 

 
 
2. Treasury to collect the total cash and 

reconcile the physical cash deposited with 
the list of cash collected against each 
parcel. 

 
 
Returns 

Activity Flow 
 
1. After all delivery persons have left for the 

deliveries, identify the parcels that are due 
for return on the present day (RTS 
processing i.e. Return to Sender). Isolate 
and collect the parcels due for return in a 
package trolley. Prepare these parcels for 
RTS.  
 

 
 
2. Strike off the forward address by marking 

two straight lines across the address using a 
RED permanent marker or a RED bold ball 
point pen.  
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Norm 
 Norm for parcel delivery confirmation and exception scan is 6 parcels/minute. 
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2. Strike off the forward address by marking 
two straight lines across the address using a 
permanent marker or a bold ball point pen.  

 
3. Apply the RTS scan for the parcel in the 

System.  

 
4. Bag all return parcels together (for which 

RTS scan is already updated) with newly 
booked (forward) parcels getting forwarded 
to the mapped parcel processing centre. 

 
5. Dispatch closed parcel bags to the mapped 

processing centre as per the MMS schedule.  

 
 
Guidelines 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Parcels that qualify for Returns: As per the Department guidelines.  
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3. Apply the RTS scan for the parcel in the 

System. Printout a return label (if facility 
exists) and affix on the Parcel. 

 
 
4. Bag all return parcels together (for which 

RTS scan is already updated) with newly 
booked (forward) parcels getting forwarded 
to the mapped parcel processing centre. 

 
 
5. Dispatch closed parcel bags to the mapped 

processing centre as per the MMS schedule.  

 
 
Guidelines 
 No parcels or parcel bags should be kept on the ground. 
 Parcels that qualify for Returns: As per the Department guidelines. 
 At the end of the day, the Parcels physically in deposit need to be mandatorily tallied with the 

deposit register/list.  
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deposit register/list.  
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1.3.4 Exception Management 
This section describes the processes in case of following exceptions arising during parcel processing: 

1. Exception A - Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels 
2. Exception B - Mis-Sort and Mis-Route 
3. Exception C - Reattempt Marking – Last Mile 

 

      Exception A. Damaged Bags & Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels 

This section describes the ideal reporting, issue resolution and re-construction mechanisms for 
damaged bags and damaged/ missing parcels. The same process applies at all facilities (PO/ TMO/ 
Processing Centre) 

Following are the scenarios of damage/missing content of parcel where this process is applicable: 

 Scenario 1 - Damage visible on external packaging 
 Scenario 2 - Parcel received in open condition 
 Scenario 3 - Visible evidence of tampering seal or incision on outer packaging 
 Scenario 4 - Evidence of leakage and dampness on outer packaging 
 Scenario 5 - Contents inside parcel maybe broken (internal damage/ sound from parcel) (E.g. 

Broken Glass items, person can hear sounds from parcel) 

Activity Flow 
Damaged Bags 
1. In case a damaged bag is identified, take a picture of the damaged bag and upload/save in the 

local system.  
2. Under supervision, inspect the bag and identify the type of damage (Damage visible on external 

packaging/ Torn bag/Received in open condition/ Visible evidence of tampering or incision on 
bag/ Evidence of leakage and dampness on bag). 

3. Weigh the parcel bag and compare the reported weight and actual weight found. 
4. Enter the bag number into “Error Book” along with the weight (both booking weight and weight of 

damaged bag) along with brief description of damage observed. (i.e. type or reason of damage). 
5. Open the parcel bag under supervision, tally the contents and make an inventory of contents in 

“Error Book”. Details to be filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 
6. In case of any missing/ additional parcels, create a shortage/ excess report. In case of any 

damaged parcels, isolate damaged parcels. 
7. In case outer bag is damaged/ needs to be changed and parcel bag needs to be moved further, 

place parcels in a new bag and replace the bag label and seal the bag. 
8. Take a picture of the reconstructed/ resealed/ new bag & upload/ save in the local data admin 

system and move the bag for further processing. 
 

Damaged/ Missing Contents/ Parcels 
A.1 Opening  
1. In case a damaged parcel is identified, take a picture of the damaged parcel and upload/save in 

the local system. 
2. Under supervision, inspect the parcel and identify the type of damage.  
3. Categorise the damaged parcels based on following 5 categories: 

Scenario 1 - Damage visible on external packaging  
Scenario 2 - Received in open condition 
Scenario 3 - Visible evidence of tampering seal or incision on outer packaging 
Scenario 4 - Evidence of leakage and dampness on outer packaging 
Scenario 5 - Contents inside parcel maybe broken (internal damage/ sound from parcel) (E.g. 
Broken Glass items, person can hear sounds from parcel) 

 

 

!
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A.2 Reporting & Issue Resolution 
Scenario 1 - Damage visible on external packaging 

1. Weigh the parcel and compare the reported weight at booking and actual weight found. 
2. Enter the tracking number into “Error Book” along with the weight (both booking weight and 

weight of damaged parcel) along with brief description of damage observed. Details to be filled in 
the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

3. Check for availability of sender declaration or sender invoice to verify quantity and description of 
contents. 

4. Open the parcel under supervision, make an inventory of contents in “Error Book” and inspect the 
parcel in order to identify the extent of content damage since external packaging of parcel was 
damaged. Details to be filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

5. If content is intact, check if parcel packaging can be re-taped, shrink wrapped or repacked. 
6. Update the appropriate Exception Scan/ status in the system (if the functionality exists). 
7. Physically complete reconstruction process, take a picture of reconstructed parcel and 

upload/save the picture in the local data admin system and move the parcel to the next process 
step. 

8. If the content is not intact/ not tallying with description, move the parcel for reconstruction 
(Proceed to process for A.3. Reconstruction). 

 
Scenario 2 – Received in open condition 

Please refer to all the steps in Scenario 1 above „Damage visible on external packaging” except point 
number 4, where the below step needs to be followed: 

• Open the parcel under supervision, make an inventory of contents in “Error Book” and inspect the 
parcel in order to identify the extent of content damage, if any, or for missing contents since 
parcel was received in open condition. Details to be filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under 
Annexure 1. 

Scenario 3 - Visible evidence of tampering seal or incision on outer packaging 

Please refer to all the steps in Scenario 1 above „Damage visible on external packaging” except point 
number 4, where the below step needs to be followed: 

• Open the parcel under supervision, make an inventory of contents in “Error Book” and inspect for 
availability of contents as described by the sender since there was evidence of tampering with 
seal and/ or incision on outer packaging. Details to be filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under 
Annexure 1. 

Scenario 4 & 5 - Evidence of leakage and dampness on outer packaging/ Contents inside are 
broken 

1. Please follow steps 1 to 3 in Scenario 1 above „Damage visible on external packaging” followed 
by following steps. 

2. Open the parcel under supervision, make an inventory of contents in “Error Book” and identify 
source of leakage/ broken parcel contents and number of inner receptacles in damaged state. 
Adequate safety measure should be taken while handling damaged parcels to avoid direct contact 
of contents with skin. Whosoever handles the damaged parcel must wash the hands after 
handling such parcels. 

3. Isolate damaged (leaking/ broken) receptacles carefully and reconstruct parcel with adequate 
cushioning and leak proof material.  

4. Update “Error Book” with quantity of contents which couldn‟t be recovered/ contents which are 
broken. Update the appropriate Exception Scan/ status in the system (if the functionality 
exists).Details to be filled in the „Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

5. Physically complete reconstruction process, take a picture of reconstructed parcel and 
upload/save the picture in the local data admin system and move the parcel to the next process 
step. 
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A.3 Reconstruction 
Scenario 1 & 2 – Damage on external packaging or Received in open condition 

1. In case content is not found intact in Scenario 1 or 2, document details of missing or damaged 
contents in the open parcel. 

2. Update the customer about the extent of damage through customer care or other appropriate 
method. 

Case 1: Partial Damage/ Loss 
1. In case of damaged contents, isolate the damaged contents. 
2. Update the appropriate Exception Scan/ status in the system (if the functionality exists). 
3. Physically complete reconstruction process, take a picture of reconstructed parcel & 

upload/save the picture in the local data admin system and move the parcel to next process 
step. 

Case 2: Total Damage/ Loss 
1. In case total contents of parcel are lost/ missing or parcel contents are fully damaged (cannot 

be reconstructed), hold the parcel till customer disposition instruction is received. Note: 
Parcels on Hold to be taken to Record Office/ Investigation Office for investigation. 

2. Enter the details in the error book and take further appropriate action. Details to be filled in the 
„Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 
 

Scenario 3 - Visible evidence of tampering seal or incision on outer packaging 

1. In case content is not found intact/ not tallying, in Scenario 3, document the details of missing or 
damaged contents in the open parcel. 

2. Update the customer, through customer care or other appropriate method, about the tampered 
seal or incision on outer packaging and about the parcels contents not being intact. 

3. Enter the details in the error book and take further appropriate action. Details to be filled in the 
„Error Book‟ as provided under Annexure 1. 

 
Guidelines  
1. “Error Book” entries to be made as provided under Annexure 1. 

       Exception B. Mis-Sort and Mis-Route 

A parcel in which the destination pincode in the system and on the parcel is the same but has 
reached the wrong office, then the parcel is a mis-sorted parcel. Whereas, a mis-routed parcel is a 
parcel that is sent to an incorrect office due to customers mentioning incorrect pincode or address or 
the booking personnel entering the wrong pin code in the system which then leads to incorrect 
routing. 
A bag is mis-sorted if the destination on the bag label is correct but the location where the bag is 
received is different from the one mentioned on the bag label. Wherever this is found, error should be 
noted and the bag should be sent to correct destination. A bag is mis-routed if the destination on the 
bag label itself is incorrect due to which the bag is received at a destination at which the parcels 
contained within the bag were not supposed to be received. In such a situation, after noting due error, 
a new bag label indicating the correct destination should be prepared and affixed to the bag.  
 
Process flow for handling missorted/misrouted parcels is as below: 
B.1 At Delivery Office 
Activity Flow 
1. Record details of such Parcels/bag in the error book. 
2. Below steps depending on whether the parcel is a mis-sort or mis-route: 

a. In case of mis-route parcels: 
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i. Update the correct destination pincode, change the pincode on the parcel with the red 
ink, update the appropriate exception scan (if the functionality exists) and re-route the 
parcel to the correct office. 

 
b. In case of mis-sort parcels: 
i. Update appropriate exception scan (if the functionality exists) and move the parcel for re-

routing. 
3. For the parcels to be re-routed, bag the mis-sorted/ mis-routed parcels to the mapped processing 

centre. Dispatch bags to mapped processing centre as per the MMS schedule. 
 
B.2 At Other Facilities  
Activity Flow 
1. Take all mis-sorted/ mis-routed parcels identified to Data Admin Team for processing. 
2. Follow Steps 2 a.1 and 2.b.1 of „Activity Flow‟ in „B1 At Delivery Office‟ above in Section 1.3.4 

Exception B. Mis-Sort and Mis-Route. 
3. In case the pincode entered in the system is incorrect but is correctly mentioned in the Parcel, 

Data Admin must correct the pincode in the system (if functionality exists). 
4. Move the parcels for further processing (e.g. sorting) once above steps are completed. 
 
Guidelines  
2. “Error Book” entries to be made as provided under Annexure 1. 

Exception C. Reattempt Marking – Last Mile 

This section describes the processes to be followed in case of delivery re-attempts and includes steps 
which delivery persons needs to follow tore-attempt based on the reason for undelivered parcels. 

Activity Flow 
1 During last mile delivery of parcels, attempt delivery of parcels at customer door as per stop 

sequence. 
2 If the customer door is locked/closed, then leave an “Intimation slip” on the door with parcel 

tracking number and with the contact details of the delivery office. Indicate the appropriate reason 
for non-delivery on the delivery slip/ update on app (if the functionality exists). Secure the 
undelivered parcel and proceed to next delivery stop. 

3 If the customer is available but refuses to accept the parcel, then ask the reason for refusal 
from the recipient and write the same on the delivery slip/ update on app(if the functionality 
exists). Secure the undelivered parcel and proceed to next delivery stop. 

4 Return to the delivery office after attempting all deliveries and handover the undelivered parcels to 
the Supervisor who reconciles the undelivered parcels identifying the parcels to be returned and 
the parcels to be reattempted. While submitting the undelivered parcel in the system, select and 
update the appropriate exception scan/status in the system (if the functionality exists). 
a. If the undelivered parcel is to re-attempted, assign the parcel for reattempt and securely 

store the parcel in the parcel cage in the facility until delivery re-attempt or until customer 
comes to the premises for parcel pick-up as per the prevailing guidelines. 

b. If the undelivered parcel is to be returned to sender, assign the parcel for return and 
securely store the parcel in the parcel cage in the facility until they are to be processed for 
return to sender. For the remaining steps on return parcel processing at the delivery office, 
please refer the steps mentioned in Returns process under Section 1.3.3 Last Mile – Delivery 
Office. 
  

!
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i. Update the correct destination pincode, change the pincode on the parcel with the red 
ink, update the appropriate exception scan (if the functionality exists) and re-route the 
parcel to the correct office. 

 
b. In case of mis-sort parcels: 
i. Update appropriate exception scan (if the functionality exists) and move the parcel for re-

routing. 
3. For the parcels to be re-routed, bag the mis-sorted/ mis-routed parcels to the mapped processing 

centre. Dispatch bags to mapped processing centre as per the MMS schedule. 
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2. “Error Book” entries to be made as provided under Annexure 1. 

       Exception C. Reattempt Marking – Last Mile 

This section describes the processes to be followed in case of delivery re-attempts and includes steps 
which delivery persons needs to follow tore-attempt based on the reason for undelivered parcels. 

Activity Flow 
1 During last mile delivery of parcels, attempt delivery of parcels at customer door as per stop 

sequence. 
2 If the customer door is locked/closed, then leave an “Intimation slip” on the door with parcel 

tracking number and with the contact details of the delivery office. Indicate the appropriate reason 
for non-delivery on the delivery slip/ update on app (if the functionality exists). Secure the 
undelivered parcel and proceed to next delivery stop. 

3 If the customer is available but refuses to accept the parcel, then ask the reason for refusal 
from the recipient and write the same on the delivery slip/ update on app(if the functionality 
exists). Secure the undelivered parcel and proceed to next delivery stop. 

4 Return to the delivery office after attempting all deliveries and handover the undelivered parcels to 
the Supervisor who reconciles the undelivered parcels identifying the parcels to be returned and 
the parcels to be reattempted. While submitting the undelivered parcel in the system, select and 
update the appropriate exception scan/status in the system (if the functionality exists). 
a. If the undelivered parcel is to re-attempted, assign the parcel for reattempt and securely 

store the parcel in the parcel cage in the facility until delivery re-attempt or until customer 
comes to the premises for parcel pick-up as per the prevailing guidelines. 

b. If the undelivered parcel is to be returned to sender, assign the parcel for return and 
securely store the parcel in the parcel cage in the facility until they are to be processed for 
return to sender. For the remaining steps on return parcel processing at the delivery office, 
please refer the steps mentioned in Returns process under Section 1.3.3 Last Mile – Delivery 
Office. 
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2 Annexure 1 
Standard Operating Procedure for tallying abstracts and resolving discrepancies 

 

This SOP is intended to complement the existing provisions and to lay down procedure for 

a) Tallying of parcel and bag abstract 
b) Issue of errors for any discrepancy noticed and its handling till resolution 
c) Recovery of presumptive loss by fixing accountability for loss/abstraction of any parcel/bag 

 

1. The offices to which the SOP will apply: 

All offices dealing with accountable parcels, record offices and their administrative offices 

2. Types of discrepancies to be covered 
 
a) Any discrepancy in physical receipt of bags from that listed in mail list. 
b) Any discrepancy in physical receipt of parcels from that listed in manifest. 
c) Tempering/Abstraction/pilferage of bags/parcels 
d) Non tallying of bag abstract 
e) Non tallying of parcel abstract 
f) Non receipt of mail list/manifest  
g) Receipt of bag without bag label  
h) Receipt of parcel without scan able parcel barcode 

 
Every discrepancy has to be noted in Error book/ Daily report of Postmaster/HSA as 
applicable. Extract of errors has to be communicated to concerned office by office In charge 
/Record Officer immediately.  

 
3. Receipt of bags and parcels  
 

1) Every bag has to be examined on its receipt in terms of rule 138 of Postal Manual Vol V. 
2) Every discrepancy in receipt of bags as mentioned in para 2(a), 2(c), 2(f) and 2(g) must be 

noted. 
3) On opening of bag, parcels have to be examined with respect to manifest received and 

every discrepancy as mentioned in para 2(b), 2(c), 2(f), 2(h) must be noted.    
 

4. Tallying of abstracts 
 

I. Before closure of set/office, office incharge shall ensure that bag abstract and parcel 
abstract tally. Any instance of non-tallying has to be reflected in the error book and daily 
report. This will be personal responsibility of office incharge. He has the authority to order 
any official to assist him or not to leave the office till this work is completed.  

II. If a parcel/bag which is received but its disposal is not forthcoming, all efforts will be 
made to trace out that bag/parcel. If the bag/parcel is not traced out on the same day, the 
discrepancy should be recorded in the Error book and should be intimated to Record 
officer/divisional head. If the bag/parcel is not traced within 5 days, presumptive loss as 
explained in Para 10 would need to be recovered from the officials at fault. 
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 (a) Tallying of bag abstract means: 
1. Total number of physical bags received must match the Total of bags as per mail lists +/- No of 
bags for which error issued as received excess/short. 

2.  No of physical bags received must match the number of bags opened and number of forward 
bags 

3. No of bags despatched as per mail list prepared must match the number of bags closed + 
number of forward bags 

Bag abstract is to be prepared as per Forms1A to 1F read along with clarificatory notes.  

(b) Tallying of parcel abstract means: 
1. Total of physical parcels received must match Total of parcels as per manifests +/- No of 

parcels for which error issued as excess/short.  

2.  No of physical parcels received (+ no of parcels booked if there is counter booking) must  

 a) Sorting Office: match number of parcels closed in bags as per manifests prepared +   
     number of parcels delivered through bulk delivery by set  or 
 b) Post Office: match number of parcels delivered+ number of parcels in deposit + number   
     of parcels dispatched 
 

Parcel abstract has to be prepared as per Forms 2A to 2D read along with clarificatory 
notes. 

5. Action to be taken for non receipt of mail list/manifest 
 In case bags are received without mail list or no manifest is received on opening of bag, 
emergency mail list/manifest must be prepared after recording the error and bringing this 
discrepancy to the notice of supervisor. This emergency mail list/manifest shall be sent to the 
office which would have prepared this in first instance as an error for purpose of tallying it with 
the original mail list/manifest and that office must acknowledge its receipt immediately 

6. Action to be taken for bags received without bag label  
If the bag is received without the label: 
i. The office must open the bag; check the content of the bag as per the enclosed manifest 

and check the origin & destination of the bag, by checking the parcel manifest. 
ii. The office must also create a new bag label and tie the bag label to the bag if it was a bag 

not to be opened by this office.  
iii. The office must also record an error report about the receipt of the bag without the bag 

label against the previous office/Set.   The error report must also note the discrepancy if 
the same is noticed by the staff during the opening of the bag while checking the parcels 
as per manifest.   

 

7. Receipt of parcel without barcode/without scannable parcel barcode 

i) If parcel is received whose barcode cannot be scanned or is without barcode, the office may 
print another barcode with the same number and paste it on parcel after noting the error. 
ii) If parcel is received without barcode, barcode of that parcel should be ascertained from 
manifest or from booking office and action as suggested at (i) above may be taken. 
iii) If the number cannot be ascertained at all or the office does not have the facility of printing 
bar code sticker, new barcode number may be given to that parcel after noting the error and 
booking office is intimated of the same. Booking office may intimate to customer of the new 
identity of the parcel. 
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8. Responsibility of the office if discrepancy not reported 
If an office does not issue any error for any discrepancy of the type mentioned in para 2, it will 
be presumed that no such discrepancy existed at the time of receipt. 

9. Dealing with Inward Errors 

a) When an office receives an error report regarding any kind of irregularity committed by that 
office or any of the sets controlled by it, office incharge will try to resolve it based upon the 
work papers available.  

b) RMS Office: If it is not resolved, record officer will notify the incharge of the Set (MA in 
case of TMO) against which the error report has been made within 2 days from the date of 
receipt of error. If incharge/MA of the defaulting Set fails to give satisfactory reply within 3 
days, the HRO/SRO will initiate the process of recovery of presumptive loss, if not already 
recovered. 

c) Post Office:  If it is not resolved, Office incharge will initiate the process of recovery of 
presumptive loss within 5 days of receipt of error. 

10.  Presumptive loss 
a)   The amount of presumptive loss will be calculated as follows: 

i. If any parcel has been lost or abstracted, then the amount of maximum compensation 
which the Department may have to pay to the customer for that parcel 

ii. If a bag has been lost, then the amount of maximum compensation which the Department 
may have to pay to the customers for all the parcels which are invoiced in the bag. 

b) If the amount of presumptive loss is voluntarily deposited by the erring official or group of 
officials, office incharge will deposit the amount in the appropriate Head of Accounts. 

c) If any parcel or bag for which amount of presumptive loss has already been deposited by 
the erring official or group of officials is subsequently traced, the amount deposited will be 
returned.  

d) If the amount of presumptive loss is not voluntarily deposited, report to this effect will be 
sent to the Division Office along with the details of the case and the name of the officials who 
have been identified for the recovery of the presumptive loss. 

e) Voluntary deposit of presumptive loss or its return due on tracing of the parcel / bag at a 
subsequent date does not preclude any other action which department may initiate against 
erring official for the acts of commission or omission.  

11. Reporting Mechanism 
a) Record Officer/ Post Office incharge will maintain a register of the outward/inward errors to 
properly account for the final disposal of each of the error report. Each inward error must be 
replied to as per defined timelines. Each outward error must be followed up for early 
resolution. Monthly report must be sent to the divisional office. Proforma to be used for the 
purpose are given at Form 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D.   

b) Record Officer/ Post Office incharge will maintain a register for monitoring recovery of the 
presumptive loss suffered by the Department as a result of the negligence of the staff and will 
send a monthly report to Divisional office. 

c) Record Officer will include a certification in their daily report to the Divisional office that they 
have checked the daily report of each of the Set and abstracts were tallied. If any discrepancy 
is noticed, same will be pointed out to the Divisional Head. 
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d) Post Office incharge will send a report on the last day of every week in respect of serious 
errors received/issued and instances of non-tallying of abstracts. However, Divisional Head 
may prescribe a shorter duration for certain offices. 

 

12. Action at Divisional Office  
a) Divisional office will closely monitor the errors issued/received by/against the offices under 
its control and ensure that effective actions are being taken to reduce such instances.  

b) Once a report is received in the Divisional Office regarding the non-recovery of the 
identified presumptive loss, then the Divisional office will initiate appropriate action for 
recovery of the presumptive loss from the identified erring officials in a time bound manner 
(recovery to be made within a period of 45 days from the day of discrepancy).   

c) Divisional Office will maintain a register for monitoring recovery of the presumptive loss 
suffered by the Department as a result of the negligence of the staff. 

d) Divisional office will ensure frequent physical checks through inspecting officers to educate 
staff about the importance of reliability and to ensure that these instructions are implemented. 
It must be ensured that complete reply is sent within the defined timelines by the offices under 
their control. 

e) Divisional office will initiate enquiry if any office is frequently defaulting to get to the root of 
the problem and ensure its resolution.  
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CLARIFICATORY NOTES 
 
Bag Abstract: 

a) All mail will be received by Mail Agent/ Mail PA. He will make entries in column (a) to (j) 
of Bag abstract Form- 1A (Receipt of bags). If there is mismatch of total number of bags 
received and as mentioned in the mail list or any other discrepancy with reference to the 
bags received like damaged / torn / abstraction, he will immediately bring it to the notice 
of the supervisor.In Form-1A It must be ensured that “Total number of bags 
actually received” (col. e) must tally with “the number of bags entered in mail list/ 
way bill (Col.d)+ The number of bags received excess (col. f) -The number of bags 
received short” (col.g). The same process will be followed by Mail agent/Mail PA while 
making entries in column (a) to (j) of Form-1C i.e. TB receipt.  
 

b) All mail will be dispatched by Mail Agent/ Mail PA. He will make entries in Col. No. (a) to 
(f) of Form- 1B (Dispatch of bags). It must be ensured that In Form-1B “Total number 
of bags actually dispatched” (col.d) must tally with (“The number of bags 
dispatched entered in mail list/way bill” (col.c) + “The number of bags dispatched 
excess” (col.e) – “The number of bags dispatched short”(col.f). The same process 
will be followed by Mail agent/Mail PA while making entries in column (l) to (m) of Form-
1C i.e. TB dispatch.  

 

c) All Mail Agents/Mail PA will prepare their individual receipt, despatch, TB receipt and TB 
dispatch sheet at the end of the set and will hand over the said sheets along with the 
work papers to the Supervisor.  
 

d) The Supervisor will collect all the Receipt (Form-1A), Dispatch (Form-1B) and TB 
Receipt/ Dispatch (Form-1C) from Mail Agent/ Mail PA and will issue the error number 
against the discrepancy pointed by the Mail Agents/Mail PA and will make necessary 
entries in column no. (k) & (l) of Form 1A, (g) & (h) of Form 1B and (j),(k),(r) & (s)of 
Form 1C.  
 

e) The Supervisor will prepare and tally TB summary (Form-1D) and Bag abstract (Form-
1E), issue the errors against the discrepancy pointed to him and will incorporate the 
errors in brief in Daily Report. In Bag Abstract the sum of (Total number of 
transferred bags received from previous set, Total no. of bags actually received, 
TB closed and The number of bags actually received in TBs) must tally with the 
sum of (The total no. of bags actually dispatched, TB bags opened, Total no. of 
bags closed in TB and Total no. of bags transferred to next set along with the mail 
list), if any discrepancy is found in tallying the bag abstract then an error will be issued 
and incorporated in Daily Report. 

 

f) Form-1F is to be prepared by Parcel Hub where Mail Agency/ TMO is separately 
functioning. In Form-1F, “The total of Col –B” must tally with “The total of Col- D” and 
if any discrepancy is found in tallying the above abstract, an error will be raised and 
incorporated in Daily Report. 

 

 

Parcel Abstract. 
 

1. All parcel bags will be opened by Sorting Assistant. He will make entries in column no. (a) to 
(f) of Form-2A. If there is mismatch of total number of parcels scanned and as mentioned in 
the manifest or any other discrepancy with reference to the parcels received like damaged / 
torn / abstracted parcels, he will immediately bring it to the notice of the Supervisor. It must 
be ensured that total of col. (c) of Form 2A is tallied with total of Col d – total of col e 
+ total of col f of Form 2A.  
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2. All parcels will be closed by Sorting Assistant. He will make entries in column no. (a) to (f) of 

Form-2B and will hand over the manifests to Supervisor along with discrepancy noticed if 
any for incorporation in DR. It must be ensured that total of col. C of Form-2B is tallied 
with total of col d – total of col e + total of col f of Form-2B. 

 
3. The Supervisor will collect Form-2A and Form-2B from all SAs along with the manifests. He 

will issue errors against the discrepancy brought to his notice and will make entries in 
column no. (g) & (h) of Form- 2A and Form-2B. 

4. The Supervisor will make entries in Form- 2C i.e. Receipt and Dispatch summary and the 
“Total number of parcels received” (Col –d) of Form-2C must be tallied with the “Total 
no. of parcels dispatched” (Col-f) of Form-2C. Further, he will also prepare Parcel 
Abstract Form- 2(D). In Form- 2D, “The total of Col- B” must tally with “The total of Col-
D” and if any discrepancy is found in tallying the above abstract, an error will be raised and 
incorporated in Daily Report. 
 

5. A search for all the parcels which are received by the set but do not figure in the despatch 
list must be made before closure of set. A register of such parcels must be maintained by 
the set and they must be tracked on subsequent days to find whether they were despatched 
without scan. 

Handling of Errors: 
 
Inward and Outward error registers i.e. Form-3A and Form-3B will be prepared at Record Office/ 
Post Office. Based upon these registers, monthly summaries i.e. Form-3C and Form-3D in respect of 
inward and outward errors will be prepared by Record Office/ Post Office and the same will be 
submitted to Division office.  
 
 
 
Monitoring Mechanism at Division Office: 
 
Division office will maintain a register as per Form-3E and Form-3F for monitoring of Inward and 
Outward errors respectively. Division office will exercise proper supervision to ensure that errors are 
responded to expeditiously by Record Offices. It will also take up cases with other divisions whose 
record offices are not responding to the errors raised against them by record offices of this division. 
Division office will also maintain a register for making of recovery of presumptive loss.   
 
 
Points to be followed while issuing the errors/ preparing the inward and 
outward registers. 
 

 Numbering of errors for receipt and dispatch both will be done in consecutive series in Parcel 
Hub/ Mail Agency/ Post office.  

 Error of Parcel Hub/ Mail Agency/Post Office will have prefix PH-.... MA-.... PO-…. 
respectively.   

 Numbering of errors in the inward/ outward register will be done in consecutive series as per 
calendar year basis.  
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Sl. 
No. 

Form 
No. Forms to be Prepared at 

1 1A Mail Agency/ TMO Post Office/NDC 

2 1B Mail Agency/ TMO Post Office/NDC 

3 1C Mail Agency/ TMO Post Office/NDC 

4 1D Mail Agency/ TMO Post Office/NDC 

5 1E Mail Agency/ TMO Post Office/NDC 

6 1F Parcel Hub X 

7 2A Parcel Hub Post Office/NDC 

8 2B Parcel Hub Post Office/NDC 

9 2C Parcel Hub X 

10 2D Parcel Hub Post Office/NDC 

11 3A Record Office Post Office 

12 3B Record Office Post Office 

13 3C Record Office Post Office 

14 3D Record Office Post Office 

15 3E Division Office Post Office 

16 3F Division Office Post Office 
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BAG ABSTRACT        (FORM- 1A) 
Receipt  

S No Trip/Flight 
No& 

Office 
name 
which 

prepared 
Mail list 

Whether 
Mail List 

/ Way 
Bill recd 

Total 
No. Of 
bags 

entered 
in Mail  

list / 
Way 
Bill 

Total 
No. of  
bags 

actually 
received  

Difference if any  Bag 
received 

for 
opening/ 
delivery 

Forward 
bags 

received 

TB 
Recd 

Error 
No.  

No. of 
bags 

received 
short / 
excess 

for 
which 

ER 
Issued 

Excess 
(+) bags 
received 

 Short 
 (-) bags 
received 

a b c d e f g h i j k l 
1                       

Grand Total                     
 
 

BAG ABSTRACT 
   

(FORM- 1B) 
Despatch  

SR.NO Trip/Flight No. & office 
name to whom mail list 

is addressed  

Total No. 
Of bags 

entered in 
Mail  list / 
Way Bill 

Total No. 
Of  bags 
actually 
handed 
over / 

Despatched 

Difference if any  Error No. No. of bags 
dispatched 

excess / short 
for which ER 

issued. 

Excess (+) 
bags 

dispatched 

Short (-) 
bags 

dispatched 

a b c d e f g h 
     1                

Grand Total         
 
 

BAG ABSTRACT 
     

  (FORM- 1C) 
 TB Receipt  

SR.NO TB received 
from 

 (Office name) 

TB List 
Received 

Total 
No. Of 
bags 

entered 
in TB 
List 

Total 
No. Of  
bags 

actually 
received 

in TB 

Difference if any  Bags 
received 

for 
opening 

in set 

Forward 
bags 

received 

Error 
No.  

No. Of 
bags 

received 
short/ 
excess 

for 
which 

ER 
Issued 

Excess 
(+) bags 
received 

Short 
 (-) bags 
received 

a b c d e f g h i j k 
1           

  Total           
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BAG ABSTRACT 
TB Despatch  

SR.NO TB closed for 
( Office 
name) 

Total No. 
Of bags 
entered 
in TB List 

Total No. 
Of  bags 
actually 

dispatched 
in TB 

Difference if any  Error No. No. of bags 
dispatched 

short/ 
excess for 
which ER 
issued. 

Excess (+) 
bags 

dispatched 

Short (-) 
bags 

dispatched 

l m n o p  q  r s 
1        

  Total       
 
 
 

BAG ABSTRACT (FORM- 1D) 
TB Summary 

Sr. NO. Particulars Total 

1 Total Number of bags  received from TB as per TB List    

2 Total Number of bags received without entry in TB list  ( Excess bags received)   

3 Less- Short receipt of bags   

4 Total no. of bags actually received in TBs ( 1+2-3)   

5 Total Number of bags Closed in TB   

6 Total TB Opened   

7 Total TB Closed   
 
 
 

BAG ABSTRACT   (FORM- 1E) 
Abstract (Mail Agency/ TMO) 

Receipt  Total Despatch  Total 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Transferred bags received from previous set/ day 
(Along with mail list) 

 Total Number of bags actually 
despatched (Fig as per col d of Form- 1B) 

 

Total no. of bags actually received ( Fig. As per col-
e of Form-1A)  

 TB Bags Opened (Refer TB received )  

TB Closed (Refer TB Dispatch )  Bags closed in TB (Fig as per col- o of 
Form-1C) 

 

No. of  bags actually received in TB (Fig as per col- 
e of Form- 1C) 

 Total Number of bags transferred to next 
set/ day (Along with mail list) 

 

 Total   Total  
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BAG ABSTRACT   (FORM-1F)* 

Abstract  

Receipt  Total Despatch  Total 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Transferred bags received from previous set 
(Along with manifest) 

 Bags opened  

Fresh  receipt of bags  received from Mail 
agency 

 Closed bags handed over to Mail 
Agency 

 

Total Number of bags closed   Total Number of un-opened bags 
transferred to next set (Along with 
manifest) 

 

Total  Total  

* To be prepared at Parcel Hubs 
 
 
 

   

Monthly Report 
         

          
Name 

of 
Parcel 
Hub 

Bag Abstract (Mail Agency/ TMO)   
Form-1E Bag Abstract (Parcel Hub)        Form-1F 

Parcel Abstract (Parcel Hub)     
Form-2D 

Yes (No. of 
days 

tallied) 

No 
(Reason/ 

Action 
taken) 

No. of 
ER 

issued 
Yes (No. of days 

tallied) 

No 
(Reason/ 

Action 
taken) 

No. of 
ER 

issued 

Yes (No. 
of days 
tallied) 

No 
(Reason/ 

Action 
taken) 

No. of 
ER 

issued 
 
 
 
 

Monitoring of Outward Errors (Form -3E) 

Circle Opening 
balance 

Outward 
errors 

received 
during the 

month  

Total 

Total 
Number of 

Errors 
closed 

Closing 
balance 

Presumptive 
loss recovered 

No. of errors in 
which 

Presumptive loss 
recovered 

 
 
 
 

Monitoring of Inward Errors (Form -3F) 

Circle Opening 
balance 

Inward errors 
received 

during the 
month  

Total 

Total 
Number of 

Errors 
closed 

Closing 
balance 

Presumptive 
loss recovered 

No. of errors in 
which 

Presumptive loss 
recovered 
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BAG ABSTRACT   (FORM-1F)* 

Abstract  

Receipt  Total Despatch  Total 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Transferred bags received from previous set 
(Along with manifest) 

 Bags opened  

Fresh  receipt of bags  received from Mail 
agency 

 Closed bags handed over to Mail 
Agency 

 

Total Number of bags closed   Total Number of un-opened bags 
transferred to next set (Along with 
manifest) 

 

Total  Total  

* To be prepared at Parcel Hubs 
 
 
 

   

Monthly Report 
         

          
Name 

of 
Parcel 
Hub 

Bag Abstract (Mail Agency/ TMO)   
Form-1E Bag Abstract (Parcel Hub)        Form-1F 

Parcel Abstract (Parcel Hub)     
Form-2D 

Yes (No. of 
days 

tallied) 

No 
(Reason/ 

Action 
taken) 

No. of 
ER 

issued 
Yes (No. of days 

tallied) 

No 
(Reason/ 

Action 
taken) 

No. of 
ER 

issued 

Yes (No. 
of days 
tallied) 

No 
(Reason/ 

Action 
taken) 

No. of 
ER 

issued 
 
 
 
 

Monitoring of Outward Errors (Form -3E) 

Circle Opening 
balance 

Outward 
errors 

received 
during the 

month  

Total 

Total 
Number of 

Errors 
closed 

Closing 
balance 

Presumptive 
loss recovered 

No. of errors in 
which 

Presumptive loss 
recovered 

 
 
 
 

Monitoring of Inward Errors (Form -3F) 

Circle Opening 
balance 

Inward errors 
received 

during the 
month  

Total 

Total 
Number of 

Errors 
closed 

Closing 
balance 

Presumptive 
loss recovered 

No. of errors in 
which 

Presumptive loss 
recovered 
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PARCEL ABSTRACT 
    

(FORM-2A) 
Receipt  

Sr. 
No. 

 Bag Number 
opened 

Total parcels 
mentioned in 

manifest 

Parcels 
actually 
received 

Difference if any  
Error 
No.  

No. of parcels 
received short/ 

excess for which 
ER Issued 

Excess (+) 
parcels 

received 

 Short (-) 
parcels  

received 
a b c d e f g h 
   -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Total             
 

PARCEL ABSTRACT 
    

(FORM-2B) 
Dispatch  

Sr. 
No.  Bag Number 

Total parcels 
mentioned in 

manifest 

No. of 
parcels 
Actually 

dispatched  

Difference if any  

Error No.  

No. of parcels 
dispatched 

short/ excess 
for which ER 

Issued 

Excess (+) 
parcels 

dispatched 

 Short (-) 
parcels 

dispatched  

a b c d e f g h 

                
Total             

 

PARCEL ABSTRACT 
    

(FORM-2C) 
Receipt/ Dispatch Summary: 

Sl 
No. 

Name of 
Operator 

Total 
Number of 

bags opened 

Total 
number of 

Parcels 
received 

Total number 
of bags closed 

Total 
number of 

Parcels 
dispatched 

Total 
number of 

errors 
issued  

No. of 
Parcels  for 
which error 

issued 

a b c d e f g h 

1 Operator A             

2 Operator B             

Total   0   0     
 
 

PARCEL ABSTRACT   (FORM- 2D) 
Abstract 

Receipt  Total Despatch  Total 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Transferred parcels actually received from 
previous set (Along with manifest) 

  Total number of parcels actually dispatched   

Total no. of parcels actually received   Total Number of parcels transferred to next 
set (Along with manifest) 

  

Parcel booked (Retail/ Bulk)   Parcel Delivered    
Opening balance of Parcel Deposit Register*   Closing balance of Parcel Deposit Register*   

Total   Total   
* For Post office only    
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HANDLING OF ERRORS FORM-3A 
INWARD ERROR 

Sr. 
No. 

Error 
reporting 
office 

Error 
No. 

Inward 
Error 
reporting 
date 

Error 
contents 
in brief 

Error 
received 
against 
office * 

Date of 
action 
taken on 
the error 
by Record 
office 

Action 
required 
on Error 

Remarks Error 
closed 
date 

                    
* Only for Record Office 
 

 

     FORM-3B 

Monthly Summary   
Office Opening 

balance 
 
 

(a) 

Inward errors 
received 

during the 
month 

(b) 

Total  
 
 
 

(a+b) 

Total Number 
of Errors Closed 

 
 

(c) 

Closing 
balance 

 
 

(a+b)-(c) 

Error No. of 
Pending 
Errors 

 
 

(d) 
              
Total             

 
 
 
 

HANDLING OF ERRORS FORM-3C 
OUTWARD ERROR 

Sr. 
No. 

Error 
reporting 
office* 

Error 
No. 

Outward 
Error 
reporting 
date 

Error 
contents 
in brief  

Error issued 
against 
office 

Error 
forwarding 
date by 
HRO / SRO 
* 

Action 
required 
on Error 

Remarks Error 
closed 
date 

                    

* Only for Record Office 
 
 
     FORM-3D 

Monthly Summary 
Office Opening 

balance 
 
 

(a) 

Outward 
errors issued 

during the 
month 

(b) 

Total  
 
 
 

(a+b) 

Total Number of 
Errors Closed 

 
 

(c) 

Closing 
balance 

Error No. 
of 

Pending 
Errors 

 
 
 
 
 

(d) 
              

Total        
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MONITORING OF ERRORS AT DIVISION OFFICE FORM- 3E 

OUTWARD ERROR MONITORING  
Name of Office Opening balance 

 
 
 
 

(a) 

Outward 
errors 

received 
during the 

month 
(b) 

Total  
 
 
 
 

(a+b) 

Total 
Number of 

Errors 
Closed 

 
(c) 

Closing balance 
 
 
 
 

(a+b)-(c) 

            
Total           

 
 
 
 
 

MONITORING OF ERRORS AT DIVISION OFFICE FORM- 3F 

INWARD ERROR MONITORING  
Name of Office Opening balance 

 
 
 
 

(a) 

Inward errors 
received 

during the 
month 

(b) 

Total  
 
 
 
 

(a+b) 

Total 
Number of 

Errors 
Closed 

 
(c) 

Closing balance 
 
 
 
 

(a+b)-(c) 

            
Total           

 
 





Parcel Directorate
Post Office Complex, Malcha Marg, 

New Delhi 110021
parceldirectorate@indiapost.gov.in


